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DON FELIX MARTINEZ AND
THE SANTA FE PRESIDIO, 1693-1730
TED

J.

WARNER

NEW MEXICO during the seventeenth century was profoundly
influenced by the character and personality of individual governors and of prominent missionary friars.! In the eighteenth century
de-emphasis of the missionary program and a greater emphasis on
civil, economic, and military aspects of provincial life provided
greater opportunities for political and military leaders to dominate
local affairs. The career of Captain don Felix Martinez de T orrelaguna illustrates the manner in which military men, especially of
the Santa Fe presidio, influenced life in that frontier province.
In the spring of 1693 don Diego de Vargas, newly appointed
governor and captain general of the Kingdom and Provinces 'of
New Mexico, arrived in Zacatecas to recruit men for the recently
authorized one-hundred-man garrison at Santa Fe. Don Felix Martinez, a native of the city of Alicante in Valencia, Spain, and a
new arrival in Mexico, was among the first to enlist. During the
campaigns of reconquest Martinez served bravely, displaying exceptional valor during the final assault upon the native stronghold
in Santa Fe. One of the first Spaniards "over the wall" of the villa,
his courageous conduct made a very favorable impression upon
Governor Vargas.
During the siege of San Ildefonso in 1694 he was painfully
wounded in the arm while attempting to scale the mesa but refused to return to Santa Fe. 2 On April 17, after forcing Cochiti
pueblo to submit, the troops withdrew to the capital, leaving San
Ildefonso still in rebel hands. Later that summer Vargas led the
presidial soldiers north to Picuris, Taos, and on into present-day
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Colorado. 3 On their return from this expedition in July, the troops
compelled the pueblo of Jemez to surrender. In September the
Spaniards again besieged the mesa of San Ildefonso, which capitulated on the eighth. 4 The governor later certified that don Felix
Martinez had served "in all this combat and bloody war as a valiant
and obedient soldier." He commissioned Martinez aide-de-camp
on October I, 1694; he was to receive the same "honors, freedom,
liberties, and exemptions enjoyed by the ayudantes de gahernadares of Flanders and Africa. 5 The new ayudante served with
"great zeal and ability" until August 16, 1695, when he was transferred to the presidio at El Paso in the same capacity.6
After serving two years there, Martinez petitioned Governor
don Pedro Rod,rIguez Cubero for permission to return to Mexico,
claiming that his military efficiency was impaired by "attacks" he
suffered, and that necessary treatment was not available in New
Mexico. 7 The exact nature of his malady, perhaps malaria, is not
known. The chief surgeon stated that if he did not return to a
more temperate climate his life would be in grave danger,S and the
governor allowed him to go to Mexico City. There he remained
for almost three years, presumably recuperating from his illness.
There is no record of his activities during this period. In July 17°°
he returned to El Paso, reenlisted, and volunteered for many difficult and arduous Indian campaigns. 9
When Diego de Vargas took office for the second time in N 0vember 1703, he summoned Martinez to Santa Fe and appointed
him captain of the presidio, with "all the honors, privileges, exemptions, and liberties enjoyed by all other presidial captains."lo
When Governor Vargas died on April 8, 1704, and don Juan
Paez Hurtado became acting governor pending the arrival of a
viceregal or crown appointee, Martinez was kept on as captain of
the presidio. In mid-July 17°4, Paez Hurtado sent Martinez, with
44 soldiers and 1 10 Indian auxiliaries, to subdue the Faraon
Apache in the Sandia mountains east of Albuquerque, and finish
the campaign interrupted by Vargas' death. l l No journal of this expedition is extant, and the results are unknown.
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The viceroy appointed don Francisco Cuervo y Valdes governor
ad interim on October I I, 17°4, and notined the king of his action. On March 10, 1705, Cuervo reached Santa Fe, where he
received the bast6n of office from Paez Hurtado. 12 At a general
muster of the garrison Cuervo found "the presidial soldiers . . .
without arms, or horses, ill clothed, and without supplies."13 These
wretched conditions were attributed to wear and tear of military
operations and to the severity of the winter climate. 14 At any rate,
the presidial captain was not held responsible, and on March 19
Governor Cuervo issued a commission continuing Martinez in his
post. Indeed, despite the grave shortages of supplies and equipment, Captain Martinez' soldiers were expertly trained and
disciplined. 15
Although Cuervo ardently desired to continue as governor and
sought royal appointment, he was replaced by Admiral don Joseph
Chacon Medina Salazar y Villasenor, Marques de la Penuela, to
whom the king sold the office for a nve-year term on March 3 I,
1705. Penuela arrived in Santa Fe on August I, 1707, and was
formally installed as governor on that date. 16 One of the new
governor's nrst official acts was to reappoint don Felix Martinez
captain of the Santa Fe presidio. No doubt the new governor, who
knew practically nothing of New Mexico, welcomed the assistance
of this experienced soldier. Penuela commissioned him on August
24, 1707, and set his salary at 431 pesos a year. 17 Early in September Martinez conducted a visita of all the pueblos to reassure the
Christian Indians by a display of arms that the Spaniards were
prepared and able to protect them from their enemies. 18
During the next few years Martinez engaged in a series of
punitive expeditions. When the alcalde mayor of the villa of
Albuquerque complained that Apache Indians had raided that
jurisdiction and rustled a hundred head of cattle, the governor
ordered Martinez to conduct a campaign against them. In January
17°8, with thirty soldiers, some settlers, and sixty Pueblo auxiliaries, he pursued the Apache rustlers to the Sierra de los Ladrones
and killed a number of them. 19 In June, complaints of Apache
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depredations from officials at Laguna and Acoma prompted a reconnaissance of the Sierra de Magdalena near the old pueblo of
Alamillo. 20
A smallpox epidemic in the Taos region made it impossible for
the Indians to defend themselves against Ute and Comanche
raids. On January 27, 1709, the Ute stole seventy horses from
Taos and attacked Picuris, San Juan, and Santa Cruz. Martinez
and his troops were dispatched to punish the raiders. 21 In December 17°9 he led an expedition against some Faraon Apache who
had attacked Isleta. 22 On May 8, 1710, he was sent to reconnoiter
the "Sierra Azul and Salinas" area for evidence of Mescalero
Apache reported raiding the western pueblos. 23 For six months
the troops patroled the Zuni-Navajo-Moqui frontiers. 24
After his return from this tour of duty in western New Mexico,
Captain Martinez was entrusted with an important mission on behalf of the soldiers of the Santa Fe presidio. Upon his return to
Mexico City in 1707-1708, Cuervo y Valdes had started litigation
to substantiate his claim that the presidials of Santa Fe owed him
forty-three thousand pesos for supplies distributed to them during
his term of office. From time to time the soldiers sent prominent
members of the presidio to Mexico City to represent them in this
case. In 1710 the courts handed down a final decision (sentencia
de revista) in favor of Cuervo. Antonio de Ulibarri, acting as
attorney for the soldiers, filed an appeal to the Council of the Indies
and returned to Santa Fe to report his action to the troops. Although some of them doubted that further litigation would serve
a useful purpose, the majority agreed to support the appeal, and on
December 3, 1710, they granted power of attorney to Felix Martinez, authorizing him to proceed to Mexico, and to Spain if
necessary, to take charge of the case. They authorized an expense
account of up to ten thousand pesos as a charge against the salaries
payable to them by the royal treasury.25
Thus during the early years of don Felix Martinez' military
career in New Mexico he evidently established a satisfactory
record as a soldier in the ranks and as commander of the garrison.
The provincial governors regarded him as a loyal and competent
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officer; his troops were willing to entrust an important mission to
him. There is little to suggest that he was motivated by unusual
personal ambition or that he might seek to advance his own interests at the expense of his superiors or of his subordinates.

II
IN mid-December 1710 Captain MartInez, armed with power of
attorney from the soldiers, departed for Mexico City, where he arrived in March 171 I. His activities during the next ten months constitute an important landmark in his career and had a profound
influence on his subsequen't role in New Mexico affairs. Don
Felix had taken care to obtain from the governor and the cabildo
of Santa Fe certifications of his faithful and loyal service to the
crown. As he passed through £1 Paso he prevailed upon the garrison commander, Captain don Antonio de Valverde, to grant him
a similar recommendation. 26 His later use of these "testimonials"
indicates that if he had not heretofore sought personal advancement, it was for lack of opportunity. In Mexico his deliberate purpose to seek selfish ends rather than the welfare of his soldiers
became obvious.
There is no evidence that during his stay in Mexico City in
171 I he took any effective action to intervene in the lawsuit which
Governor Cuervo had brought against the soldiers, nor did he go to
Spain to present the appeal. On July 29, 1711, he wrote to his
troops assuring them that their case was in "good shape" and that
he had not spent a single real of the ten thousand pesos granted to
him for expenses. 27 This letter was misleading, to say the least,
since his failure to press the appeal could have only one result: the
enforcement of the decision in favor of Cuervo's claim. In short,
the soldiers lost.
Martinez was using his stay in Mexico to seek personal preferment. The certifications he presented at the viceregal court obviously created a favorable impression of his military talents and
experience. On July 7, 171 I, Viceroy Duque de Linares con-
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firmed don Felix as captain of the Santa Fe presidio and specified
that he should not be removed without just cause, and then only
after the provincial governor of New Mexico sought and received
viceregal permission to do so. This, of course, was tantamount to
a life-tenure appointment, and there are frequent references in
later documents to Felix Martinez as capitan vitalicio (captain for
life). The Linares commission conferred upon him the privileges,
exemptions, and immunities conceded to those holding equivalent
military rank, and carried with it the same authority as that exercised by the presidio captains of £1 Paso and Nueva Vizcaya, including the right to name and appoint officers for the troops under
his command. 28
Nevertheless, much to Martinez' disappointment, the viceroy
confirmed the salary of 43 I pesos authorized by Governor Penuela.
Don Felix believed that he deserved a salary commensurate with
that of the presidial captains at other military posts in New Spain.
Most of them received six hundred pesos a year, although some
commanded garrisons of only fifteen to fifty men. He decided to
petition directly to the king and Council in Spain, summarizing
his past military service and requesting royal confirmation of his lifetenure appointment, with a salary of six hundred pesos. 29 The
Council of the Indies, which reviewed his petition on November
6, 1712, recommended approval of the life-tenure appointment
with appropriate thanks for Martinez' past services, but confirmed
the salary established by the provincial governor. The king approved these recommendations on December 10, 1712.30
MartInez also made representations to the viceregal officials concerning management of presidial supply service. His power of
attorney from the soldiers seems to have contained more than
simple authorization to act as their representative in the litigation
with former governor Cuervo, for MartInez also claimed authority
to collect salaries due and payable to the Santa Fe troops and to
take charge of presidio supply.31 The authorities in Mexico City
accepted this claim and issued drafts in favor of MartInez on the
royal treasury for payment of presidio salaries for the years 1710
and 1711.32
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In these negotiations Martinez apparently alleged that the governors of New Mexico had charged exorbitant prices for supplies
distributed to the garrison. 33 Since there is some evidence that as
captain of the presidio he had facilitated and perhaps participated
in the activities of Governor Penuela in provisioning the soldiers,
such allegations smack of hypocrisy and were obviously intended
to serve his own ends. To buttress his pretensions for authority to
provision the troops and to demonstrate a desire to improve the lot
of the soldiers, Martinez agreed to distribute supplies at "cost plus
costs" (costa y costas). It was on this condition that Viceroy Linares
authorized him to take full charge of presidio supply.34 "Cost plus
costs" was generally interpreted as meaning that prices would be
based on the purchase prices paid in Mexico plus transportation
costs, without the usual profit markup charged by the provincial
governors, and also without any charge for quites, which presumably were deductions to cover the expenses of collecting the soldiers'
salaries.
Captain Martinez contacted don Pedro de Otero Bermudez and
made arrangements for the purchase of equipment and supplies.
Don Felix took part of the supplies with him on his return to New
Mexico in the winter of 1711 -1 712, but the major consignment,
consisting of clothing and other dry goods, was dispatched in care
of caravan agents after he left the capital. Funds for the purchase
were provided by viceregal drafts on the royal treasury issued in
favor of Martinez, which he assigned to Otero Bermudez for collection, as payments on account of the presidial salaries for 171017 1 1.

35

Martinez left for New Mexico in November 171 1. At Zacatecas
he contracted for the purchase of horses for the presidio, and they
were brought to Santa Fe several months later. On March 26,
1712, capitan vitalicio don Felix Martinez made a grand entry
into Santa Fe. Later an eyewitness testified that the captain, wearing a gala three-cornered hat, rode into the villa in a calash, preceded by a Negro slave with a bugle. 36
Martinez promptly made formal announcement of his appointment as life-tenure captain of the presidio and stated that the
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viceroy had authorized him to serve as provisioning officer
(pagador) of the garrison. He again reported satisfactory progress
in regard to the Cuervo lawsuit, but made no adequate explanation of his reasons for not taking the appeal to Spain. Although
some soldiers were not content to accept his assurances at face
value, the dissidents were silenced for the time being because he
had brought badly needed supplies for distribution at cost plus
costs and more were on the way.
The captain took advantage of the favorable reception to obtain
a new and sweeping power of attorney from the soldiers. This document, executed on April 7, 1712, gave formal approval to all the
business transactions he had conducted in Mexico in the name of
the presidio. It also gave him full and complete authority to collect
the troops' annual salary allowances and to administer the supply
service in the future. 37 Approval of his recent activities in Mexico
was important to Martinez, but it was the imminent arrival of the
second consignment of goods that made a new power of attorney
urgent, since he intended to take immediate charge of distributing
them, without regard to the interests of the governor. On April 15,
1712, he entered into an agreement with Governor Penuela which
stipulated that Martinez should take charge when the next shipment arrived. 3s
When the supplies reached Santa Fe in Mayor June, Penuela
received letters from Otero Bermudez dated April-November
171 I. They contained statements indicating that Martinez had
not expressed any intention of making innovations in supply procedures. 39 He took a different position when he arrived in Santa
Fe. It is not s'urprising, therefore, that when Penuela learned that
don Felix had told Otero that the governor would continue in
authority over presidio supply, he challenged Martinez' right to
assume it. The troops then filed a sharply worded complaint before
the Santa Fe cabildo against the governor, accusing him of violating the agreement made with don Felix. They set forth in rather
specific detail the benefits the presidio had realized from Martinez'
moderate prices. 40 They asked the cabildo to summon the Franciscan missionaries resident in the capital to testify in support of their
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representations and to make a formal report to the viceroy. Several
friars, including the Father Custos, were called in and agreed to
request a conference with Governor Pefiuela, the results of which
are unknown.
It is significant that on July 6, five days before the soldiers made
their petition to the cabildo, Martinez had obtained from them an
instrument by which they obligated themselves not to annul the
power of attorney they had granted him on April 7. 41 His motives
for requesting a new power of attorney making provision for a possible increase in prices for supplies can only be surmised. Perhaps
Pefiuela had reminded him of his commitments of the preceding
year as stated in the Otero Bermudez letters, which placed him in
an equivocal position in relation to both the soldiers and the
governor. Moreover, the arrival of a new governor was imminent.
What would his attitude toward the problems of presidio supply
be? It is quite possible that from Martinez' standpoint the instrument of July 6, 1712, would serve a dual purpose: reaffirmation
of his right to provision the garrison, and protection of Pefiuela's
financial interest in the supplies distributed during 1712 when his
successor audited the accounts.

III
THE NEW GOVERNOR of New Mexico was don Juan Ignacio Flores
Mogollon, a veteran of colonial service in Mexico, who had served
as governor of Nuevo Leon. He was well along in years when he
purchased the New Mexico governorship, for which he paid
42
3,500 pesos in cash, plus 1,000 pesos of media anata.
No doubt
he expected to recoup his original investment, plus a handsome
profit for his retirement, through manipulation of the presidio
supply accounts. 43 Flores Mogollon received the office from
Pefiuela on October 5, 1712, and six days later, in direct violation
of the terms of Martinez' commission from Viceroy Linares, he
summarily dIsmissed him. 44 The new governor justified his action
by alleging that the captain was guilty of fraud in the distribu-
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tion of provisions and this had resulted in grave hardships and
lowering of morale. Flores based these charges on an audit of the
presidio accounts for the year 1712, which revealed that the soldiers had been subjected to unexpected charges for quites. Moreover, during April-October 1712, they had been charged according tothe old schedules of marked-up prices, instead of cost plus
costs. On November 2, 1712, the garrison demanded revocation of
Martinez' power of attorney, listing complaints based upon the
audit and expressing dissatisfaction with Martinez' handling of the
Cuervo litigation. They asked Governor Flores Mogollon to take
charge of presidio supply. Flores acceded to the soldiers' requests
and notified Martinez without delay.45 The soldiers then gave
Flores formal power of attorney as provisioning officer.46
Naturally, Martinez protested, denying the charges of dishonesty and challenging Flores Mogollon's motives. He stoutly maintained that he had distributed supplies at cost plus costs, but admitted a modest charge for quites. He explained that he had kept
two sets of account books to show the soldiers and the viceroy how
much his administration of presidio supply had benefited them.
He now alleged that Flores Mogollon was using the second set,
with its higher prices, to serve his own selfish ends. Martinez
claimed that the presidio had revoked his power of attorney under
duress from the governor, whose real motive was the hope of personal profit from administration of presidio supply.47
Captain Martinez remained in Santa Fe for five months after his
dismissal. On March 8, 1713, he left for Mexico, still smarting
over the actions of the new governor and with the intention of
appealing directly to the viceroy for reinstatement. 48 Linares kept
him waiting for a year and a half, pending clarification of the true
status of New Mexico affairs. Meanwhile, Martinez filed representations to prove how beneficial his administration of the supply
service had been to the soldiers, and maintained that the existence
of two sets of accounts was not evidence of fraud. He accused
Flores Mogollon of charging excessive prices and of forcing the
soldiers to revoke his power of attorney. Flores Mogollon denied
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these charges, as did letters from the Santa Fe garrison which
Martinez characterized as further evidence of duress by the governor. 49
During his stay in Mexico, 1713-1715, Martinez refused to renounce his claim that the power of attorney was still valid. He
apparently continued to exercise some control over supplies destined for New Mexico. In view of the charges, countercharges,
claims, litigation, and pleas, and conflicting reports on the state of
affairs in New Mexico, it is no wonder that Linares postponed
his decision, until the arrval of a royal decree, dated December 10,
1712, approving Martinez' commission as life-tenure captain
forced him to order his reinstatement qn October 20, 17 I 4- The
viceroy ordered Captain Antonio de Valverde of the EI Paso
presidio to accompany Martinez to Santa Fe and formally restore
him to his former rank.50
Nevertheless, the viceroy thought it advisable to seek further
information. On October 3 I he ordered Valverde and Juan Paez
Hurtado to review the presidio accounts for Flores Mogollon's
term of office.51 Then new reports from the governor and some of
the soldier's denouncing Martinez' administration of supplies during 1712, came in. As a result, another viceregal order, dated
February 4, 1715, instructed Valverde and Paez Hurtado to conduct a pesquisa secreta. Neither Martinez nor Flores Mogollon
.
was to be aware that it was going on. 52
Meanwhile, Pedro de Otero Bermudez was to act as temporary
aviador in Mexico City and send the needy garrison livestock and
other provisions at cost plus costs. As presidio captain, Martinez
was to distribute them, but with the assistance of the Custos, probably to forestall dishonesty.53 As in 171 I, the governor was denied
control over presidio supply.
In April 1715 Captain Martinez left for EI Paso, where Captain
Valverde awaited his arrival. They reached Santa Fe on May 25.
In accordance with instructions from Valverde, Governor Flores
Mogollon ordered a general muster of the garrison on June 3 and
formally reinstated Martinez. 54 The very next day seventy-six
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presidials renewed Martinez' April 1712 power of attorney and
revoked the one issued in March 1715 in favor of Flores' agents in
Mexico City. The new instrument contained a lengthy and significant statement about Flores Mogollon's use of deceit and threats
of reprisal to induce the soldiers to revoke Martinez' power of
attorney in November 1712. The governor had summoned a small
group of soldiers whom he thought he could influence and
threatened to send them on escort duty to the frontier, without
proper equipment, if they did not go along with his wishes. They
informed the rest of the garrison. By these tactics Flores Mogollon
had induced them to revoke Martinez' power of attorney and to
sign documents which led to the pesquisa secreta. 55 In some cases
signatures were forged, or those of illiterates were made "at their
request" even though they were ignorant of the content. 56
The pesquisa secreta took place between May 27 and July 1 5. 57
Valverde interrogated fifty-eight members ofthe Santa Fe presidio
on the basis of important points raised by the viceroy in his commission. These were: Martinez' actions as representative of the
presidio in the Cuervo case; prices for supplies in 1712; the circumstances and results of the October 1712 audit; and the reasons
for revocation of Martinez' power of attorney and the grant of
another to Governor Flores Mogollon.
Most of the witnesses expressed their dissatisfaction with Martinez' conduct of the Cuervo lawsuit, and felt that he had used his
time in Mexico City in 171 1 to obtain his life-tenure commission.
Although the majority believed that the expense account for the
Cuervo litigation had not served any useful purpose, a small minority stated it had been money well spent.
The evidence· regarding prices in 1712 was conflicting. Several
witnesses made the simple statement that they had received them
at cost plus costs, and that this had induced them to subscribe to
the April 1712 power of attorney. Others stated that although the
prices of some items were lower than those charged by the governors, others were little, if any, less than before. The majority testified that the charges entered in the October 1712 audit were
much higher than they had anticipated. Although there are refer-
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ences to the two sets of account books, few witnesses seemed to
have any clear notion why Flores used the second book, with the
higher schedule, in his audit.
Perhaps the most interesting part of the testimony deals with
the revocation of Martinez' power of attorney in November 1712;
Most of the witnesses had something to sayan this point, but the
names of only thirty-five appear on the revocation. Many of the
latter are missing from the renewal dated June 4, 1715, which contained allegations of duress and threats of reprisal by Flores Mogollon and others. Changes in presidio personnel because of
deaths, new enlistments, etc., may explain some of the discrepancies. The testimony of the thirty-five witnesses whose names
appear on the revocation alone may be summarized as follows:
Twenty-six stated that the revocation was voluntary. Eight of this
group amplified this statement; for example, five said they had
signed because they knew other members of the garrison had done
so. Seven said that they had not been willing to sign; three of
these mentioned specific pressure or threats. Two gave equivocal
answers. Of the nineteen witnesses who signed both documents,
twelve said the revocation was voluntary; six had gone along
against their will, three of whom mentioned pressure and threats;
one made an equivocal answer.
The references to duress are of considerable interest. Flores
Mogollon is not mentioned. The complaints concern the conduct
of Crist6bal de la Serna, whom the governor had named to command the presidio after dismissing Martinez. This lends some
credibility to the charges that Flores Mogo1l6n had used certain
soldiers to influence their fellows. On May 27, 1715, Serna testified that the revocation had been voluntary, and on June 3 he was
replaced by Martinez as captain of the presidio and put on the retired list. The following day he signed the new power of attorney
to Martinez which alleged that the 1712 revocation had been
prompted by threats of reprisal! It is not surprising, therefore, that
the twelve common soldiers who testified, nine of whom were
illiterate, also contradicted themselves. All were vulnerable to
pressure by their officers, the governor, and other officials. It is
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indeed difficult to evaluate documents issued in the name of the
presidio, and there is some support for don Felix' claim that the
soldiers often subscribed to documents of which they had little
exact knowledge. Five of the 1715 witnesses said that before
leaving for Mexico in 1713, Martinez obtained some thirty signatures to a petition for his reinstatement as captan and paymaster,
but one common soldier testified that they signed a blank piece of
paper.
On June 7, 1715, Valverde and Paez Hurtado initiated their
investigation of Flores Mogollon's presidio accounts, including the
1712 audit. They ordered him to present Martinez' two books for
that year. He did so, but it appears that they were not the originals
but copies made before the audit by Captain Alonso Rae! de Aguilar, alcalde ordinario of Santa Fe and a member of the audit committee, to which don Felix gave formal credence. Certified copies
were made to send to the viceroy. 58 The copy of the first, or cost
plus costs, book contains no record that the soldiers signed receipts
for supplies at these prices, and thus does not constitute positive
evidence to absolve Martinez of charges of fraud.
Objections by both Flores Mogollon and Martinez forced the
commissioners to suspend the investigation, and the only document concerning Flores Mogollon's administration of presidio supply during 1712-1715 is a certification by the cabildo, signed by
Martinez, that Flores had used 'the Vargas-Paez Hurtado schedule
of 17°3-17°4 to set his prices. 59 Late in July 1715 Captain Valverde returned to El Paso, and forwarded the records of his investigations to Mexico City. They reached the viceregal authorities
toward the end of September. 60
Martinez' reinstatement was a stinging rebuke to Governor
Flores Mogollon. This was not the first time the viceroy had interfered in provincial affairs and embarrassed the governor. In May
1714, contrary to the wishes of the missionaries, Flores had accepted the recommendations of the military and confiscated all
European weapons then in the possession of friendly Christian
Pueblo Indians. The military favored this because the specter of
another Pueblo Revolt constantly haunted them. The religious
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opposed it, contending that there were not enough soldiers to protect the frontiers against Indian attacks on isolated settlements and
missions, and that help from the presidio was not always available
or in time. According to one writer, the Franciscans won their point
when the viceroy ordered the governor to return the weapons,
realizing the value of armed, friendly Indians as auxiliaries in the
protection of the frontiers. 61
Flores Mogollon tendered his resignation. Although Fray Silvestre Velez de Escalante later wrote that he did so because he was
old and infirm,62 the real reasons appear in a letter the governor
wrote to the viceroy on July 12,) 715. 63 He was deeply concerned
lest Martinez' reports might lead to doubt of his integrity. He had
understood that he would enjoy the same authority as his predecessors to provision the presidio and that no specific power of attorney
would be necessary. He had provided supplies and equipment to
the value of more than 104,000 pesos. He made special note of the
fact that during his administration the horses of the garrison had
increased by almost one hundred fifty per cent. The muster of the
troops when Martinez resumed command showed that the men
were fully armed and equipped. They were no longer in debt as
they had been when he assumed control in the autumn of 1712.
As a high official, Flores Mogollon could not tolerate the attacks
on his character, and by revoking his authority to provision the
presidio the viceroy had made it impossible for him to make an
adequate living. He begged that his resignation be accepted because "here there must be either a governor or a captain with full
authority."
The letter arrived in Mexico City not later than September 25,
1715, and was referred to the fiscal of the Audiencia. His opinion
apparently favored granting Flores' request, and on October 5,
1715, the viceroy relieved him of his post and named don Felix
Martinez governor ad interim pending a royal appointment for the
normal five-year term. Martinez took office on December I, 1715.64
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IV

By VIRTUE of the viceregal decree of October

5, 1715, don Felix
MartInez, a man who had entered the royal service as a common
soldier twenty-two years earlier, became governor and captain general of New Mexico. In view of the confused information relating
to his role in provincial affairs, his elevation to high office calls for
comment. Although inconclusive in some ways, the record of the
pesquisa secreta did not give a favorable picture of MartInez' conduct. But Valverde's reports did not reach Mexico City until the
last week in September and could not have been thoroughly
studied and analyzed by the time Viceroy Linares appointed MartInez to succeed Flores Mogollon. Since MartInez was captain
of the Santa Fe presidio, he was the logical successor to the governorship, rather than Antonio Valverde, the captain at £1 Paso,
even though the latter had been entrusted with important special
commissions.
MartInez served from December 1715 to January 1717. Information concerning his year in office is incomplete, but what is
known about his provisioning of the Santa Fe presidio, Indian campaigns, his relations with the ex-governor, his removal as governor,
and his relations with his successor, Captain Antonio Valverde,
will be summarized below.
It will be remembered that as temporary aviador, Otero Bermudez had dispatched a shipment of supplies with MartInez when the
latter returned to New Mexico in the spring of 1715.65 A much
larger consignment arrived in Santa Fe in December, just two
weeks after MartInez took office as governor. 66 Knowing that it was
on the way, the soldiers had filed a petition on November 6, requesting a price ceiling. The schedule they wanted represented a
sharp reduction from the Vargas-Paez Hurtado price lists used by
Flores Mogollon. Don Felix agreed to it with the understanding
that the men would reaffirm and keep in force the power of attorney to him of June 4, 1715.67 By the time the goods arrived he
had taken office and, in accordance with viceregal policy, had been
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automatically deprived of authority to provision the troops. Therefore, on December 20, 1715, the presidials granted a new power of
attorney giving don Pedro de Otero Bermudez and his nephew Antonio de Otero Bermudez complete and exclusive authority to collect their salaries and purchase supplies. 68 Martinez continued to
exert considerable influence and control. He made don Juan Paez
Hurtado official distributing officer, with some nominal assistance
by the Father Custos. Later, in 1718, a number of soldiers testified
that a large part of the livestock and other provisions had been
diverted to the personal and selfish use of Governor Martinez and
his clique, and that the rank and file were very dissatisfied. 69
For more than a year don Juan Ignacio Flores Mogollon was unable to go to Mexico City to file his defense. The viceroy had issued an order on October 8, 1715, incorporating the decree of
October 31, 1714, requiring an audit and liquidation of his accounts with the Santa Fe presidials. Paez Hurtado and Captain
Joseph de Tagle Villegas were appointed jueces de comisi6n to execute this order. 70 When the investigation began in February 1716,
the soldiers asked Martinez to represent them because of his knowledge of the 1712 audit, but he refused to do so without their specific power of attorney. On February 28 they gave him poder
cumplido to act in their name "in the adjustment, liquidation, and
rebatement" of their accounts. The price schedule agreed upon by
Martinez and the soldiers in November 171 5 was to be the basis
for settling their accounts with Flores Mogollon. 71 Don Felix had
shrewdly maneuvered himself into a very advantageous position in
relation to the man who three years before had dismissed him as
captain of the presidio and taken over as supply officer. Now he
could both embarrass his rival and justify his own administration
of presidio supply.
Unfortunately the record of the 1716 audit has not been found.
Doubtless there was bitter disagreement between Martinez and
Flores Mogollon. A document of May 1717 mentions that the
petitions filed by both men raised issues requiring clarification by
the viceregal authorities. Therefore, on April 4, 1716, the commis-
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sioners suspended the investigation and sent the record to the viceroy for review and final decision. 72 Litgation dragged on for a long
time after Flores returned to Mexico.
Martinez' denial of repeated requests for permission to leave
New Mexico forced the ex-governor to appeal to the viceroy, whose
license reached Santa Fe in August 1717. Martinez said that he
could not spare soldiers to escort Flores Mogollon to El Paso because of an impending expedition to the Moqui country. More
than half the garrison was going and the rest were needed to protect
the capital. 73 Although he promised to authorize an escort after the
campaign, when he returned in October, he again refused it, in
direct violation of viceregal orders, on the grounds that the presidials insisted that Flores remain until his accounts with them
were settled. On November 10 the ex-governor addressed an impassioned letter to the soldiers:
You cannot deny that I have annually adjusted your accounts, as
is of record in my books, in the presence of three witnesses who signed
the books, which contain no entry that was not just; or that the prices
have been in accord with the customary schedules . . . based upon
the statement that General Juan Paez gave me. I have not charged
expenses for the collection of your salaries, except for an item of
forty pesos, which is much less than other governors charged. The
malice of your governor, don Felix Martinez, has persuaded you that
I am going to Mexico to file an unjust claim against you as don
Francisco Cuervo did.

Continuing in this vein, Flores Mogollon told the soldiers that time
would open their eyes to Martinez' real purpose and would show
that in him they had had a governor concerned only with their best
interests, "not a tyrant" like Martinez who destroyed and robbed
them. 74
During his year as governor Martinez led two campaigns in the
summer and autumn of 1716. The first was for the "reduction" of
the Moqui, who had resisted all efforts by the Franciscans to renew
missionary work. Martinez' predecessors had from time to time attempted to solve this problem with no success, and don Felix felt
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that the time had come "to rescue from captivity of the devil the
huge number of souls in that area who were apostates and outside
his Majesty's obedience."75 The cacique of the Zuni pueblo of
Alona negotiated with some of the Moqui leaders, and there
seemed to be some reason for hoping that a new effort could be
successful. Martinez took command of a force consisting of 68 soldiers from the garrison, 4 1 settlers, and more than 200 Pueblo
Indian auxiliaries, and set out from Santa Fe on August 16. They
encamped at £1 Morro on August 26. Like others before and after
him, don Felix carved an inscription:
On August 26 in the year 1716, don Felix Martinez, Governor and
Captain General of this Kingdom, passed by here on his way to the
reduction and conquest of Moqui.

The results of the campaign were a great disappointment. All the
governor managed to accomplish was to run off livestock and ruthlessly destroy all the crops in the fields below the mesas. The response was complete defiance of the Spaniards.76
During the Moqui campaign Martinez was informed that Ute
and Comanche were raiding in the northern part of the province.
He dispatched a small force of soldiers, settlers, and Indian allies
under the command of Captain Cristobal de la Serna. They met
and defeated the marauders thirty leagues north of Taos, killing
and capturing many Indians. Later the governor and his brother
sold the captives as slaves in Nueva Vizcaya. 77

v
A CHANGE of viceroys during Martinez' governorship had repercussions in New Mexico. On August 16, 1716, the Marques de
Valero succeeded the Duque de Linares as thirty-sixth viceroy of
New Spain. Six weeks later, on September 30, 1716, Valero
directed Martinez to tum the government of New Mexico over to
Captain Antonio de Valverde of the £1 Paso presidio on an interim
basis and come to Mexico City without delay.78
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After seeing letters from Martinez, dated July 12, 1716, concerningthe plans for the Moqui campaign, and a "report of contrary nature," he had decided to summon Martinez. The decree
gives no hint as to the content of this report, but it is unlikely that
a conRict of opinion over the Moqui expedition would have been
sufficient reason for such an action. Velez de Escalante, who had
access to records no longer extant, said that the recall was prompted
by "secret reports" of misconduct,79
In accordance with long-standing custom, the Duque de Linares
had made a report to his successor. Among other problems, he discussed conditions in the frontier presidios, especially the chronic
abuses characteristic of presidio supply, although he made no specific reference to New Mexico. Even though the outgoing viceroy
was well aware of the conRicting reports about Martinez, on more
than one occasion he had displayed a certain degree of confidence
in the man. Linares' report did contain one statement which might
explain Valero's rather summary recall of Martinez: For further
information the new viceroy should consult don Domingo de la
Canal, a prominent member of the Mexican merchant guild. 80
Canal had served as a supply agent for the Santa Fe garrison during the governorship of Juan Ignacio Flores Mogollon,8! and his
advice, if sought by the new viceroy, might have reRected an antiMartinez bias.
Any report by Canal could hardly have omitted mention of the
1712 audit controversy. There is evidence that someone briefed
Valero, and that he resolved to settle the issues as expeditiously as
possible. A document executed in Santa Fe in early December, to
be described in detail below, specifically states that the viceroy
summoned both Martinez and Flores Mogollon to Mexico, where
a final adjustment of accounts would be made. 82 It may be assumed
that by September 1716 the results of the 1715 pesquisa had been
carefully studied. The ensuing report would explain Viceroy
Valero's critical attitude toward the New Mexico governor. Finally, in addition to any secret information which the new viceroy
may have received, it was well known that Martinez had prevented his predecessor from returning to Mexico City.
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Valero's decree was not a formal dismissal of Martinez as governor. "During the interim" Captain Valverde was to administer
the affairs of the province in his stead. 83 When Valverde received
word of his new assignment in November 1716, he arranged his
affairs in £1 Paso and left for Santa Fe toward the end of the
month. Arriving in Santo Domingo on December 7, he wrote to
the cabildo that he was on his way to relieve Martinez. 84 The
cabildo probably received this letter the same day.
Although we do not know the exact date Martinez was apprised
of the viceregal decree of September 30, it is significant that on the
same date that Valverde wrote the cabildo, the Santa Fe presidials
executed a new power of attorney in favor of don Felix. This instru~ent stated that the soldiers were aware that Martinez and
Flores Mogollon had been summoned to Mexico City to liquidate
and adjust the presidio accounts. In order that Martinez might
have leeway as agent of the garrison, they granted him poder
cumplido. It was the desire of the signers that Martinez should
serve as "our perpetual paymaster," without impediment by any
provincial officer "here or in Mexico City."85 The date and circumstances of this document suggest that don Felix had hastened,
while still governor, to obtain reaffirmation of his authority as
supply officer. In 1720 an attorney serving the viceregal court asserted that, by means of this December 7, 1716, instrument, Martinez had maliciously sought to serve his own selfish ends "before
the authorities and soldiers discovered his evil deeds."s6
Valverde came to Santa Fe on December 9, 1716. He summoned the cabildo to explain its failure to comply with his instructions of December 7 relative to his reception in the capital. s7 The
cabildo continued to support Martinez, who refused to surrender
the baston of office or the government records. Rebuffed, Captain
Valverde withdrew from Santa Fe to the mission at San Ildefonso,
where an old friend, Fray Juan de Tagle, served as minister.
Martinez' action was a direct contravention of Viceroy Valero's
decree. In later years he justified himself by claiming that some
thirty prominent citizens of Santa Fe had appeared before the
cabildo to oppose recognition of Valverde. s8 In a long communica-
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tion addressed to Viceroy Valero in 1720, which may be described
as an apologia of his governorship, he stated that having taken an
oath and sworn homage to serve as governor, he was not ready to
relinquish the office except to a "person to my satisfaction." Valverde, for reasons he set forth in some detail, did not meet this
requirement. He insisted that the viceroy's decree had been
prompted by the "sinister representations" of Flores Mogollon,
Valverde, and don Domingo de la Canal.89
Martinez could not, however, disobey the viceroy's summons to
Mexico City. He notified Domingo Mizquia, sergeant of the squad
that had escorted Valverde to Santa Fe, to make ready for an early
departure. 9o In January 1717 he turned the government over to his
old friend and companion-in-arms, don Juan Faez Hurtado, and
delivered to him the provincial records and presidio account books.
He instructed him to continue distributing provisions to the troops
in the same manner and at the same prices as he had. 91 Then,
between January 12 and 20, he left for Mexico City.92 Ex-governor Flores Mogollon was a member of the party. The atmosphere
must have been strained during the journey of these two strongwilled men, each seeking advantage over the other.
VI
As ACTING GOVERNOR of New Mexico, don Juan Faez Hurtado
continued to supply the garrison, following the procedures established by Martinez. Testimony taken in 1726 indicates that the
troops were well satisfied with his administration.93
From the pueblo of San Ildefonso, Antonio Valverde sent his
account of the New Mexico situation to the viceregal authorities
and awaited instructions. 94 Viceroy Valero, having been apprised
of the crisis in Santa Fe, both by Felix Martinez upon his arrival
and by Valverde's letter, decided in favor of the latter. He issued
a decree reaffirming Valverde's appointment as governor ad interim, and ordered that Faez Hurtado and the cabildo be arrested
and dispatched to Mexico at once to face the very serious charge
of disobedience to viceregal decrees. 95
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On June 15, 1717, don Antonio Valverde became acting governor of New Mexico. He, like MartInez, had risen through the
ranks from soldier to captain general. Once in the governor's chair
he ruled with an iron hand. He sent the cabildo and Juan Paez
Hurtado to Mexico City "in irons."96 Free from the restraining inRuenceof the cabildo, Valverde was "absolute dictator."97 During
his administration he led a reconnaissance expedition into the Ute
and Comanche territory of northeastern New Mexico. He also
ordered the ill-fated expedition of Captain Pedro de Villasur to the
Plains, where Villasur and most of his command were massacred
by Pawnee Indians. Valverde served until March 2, 1722, when
he was succeeded by his nephew don Juan Domingo de Bustamante.
The residencia of don Felix Martinez took place some six years
after his departure from Santa Fe. Normally a residencia was conducted by the incoming governor as one of his first official acts.
The ex-governor was not permitted to leave until the investigation
was completed. Since Martinez, who had departed before being
relieved of office, did not return, Captain Antonio Bezerra Nieto,
commander of the presidio at Janos, in Nueva Vizcaya, was appointed to conduct the residencia early in 1723. Although it
appear~ that Bezerra Nieto was a personal friend of Valverde and
of Governor Bustamante, his judgment seems to have been quite
impartial. He absolved Martinez of certain charges, including his
alleged failure to maintain proper records and accounts; his harsh
treatment of the king's vassals and favoritism in administering
justice; his conferring of military and political offices on unworthy
persons; and his failure to suspend use of cattle brands and to issue
new licenses for them. No decision was rendered on the charge
that MartInez had failed to provide the soldiers with provisions at
cost plus costs, because lawsuits were then pending in Mexico City
involving this matter. The juez de residencia simply transmitted
the testimony to higher authorities without comment. As for the
charges that MartInez' campaign against the Moqui Indians in
1716 had done more harm than good, the judge ruled that since
there was no proof that MartInez had been remiss, he should be
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absolved on this point. Furthermore, the evidence revealed that it
was the Moqui who broke the peace. Martinez had accomplished
about all that might be expected under the drcumstances. 98
Martinez was not absolved on all counts however. He was found
guilty of disobedience for refusing Flores Mogollon permission to
return to Mexico, and for not relinquishing the governorship to
Antonio Valverde. On these two counts, don Felix was fined five
hundred pesos. Furthermore, he was found guilty of not following
the rules in criminal proceedings and of not meting out proper
punishments. His administration had heaped scandal upon New
Mexico, and he was guilty of maintaining a store at his residence
in Santa Fe contrary to law. 99
After investigation the ex~governor was blamed for using bad
judgment in regard to the 1716 campaign against the Ute and
Comanche, and for enslaving the captives. Testimony revealed
that these Indians' sole intention was to trade with the Spaniards
and that the misguided campaign had resulted in cessation of commerce with them. The juez de residencia ordered Martinez to
restore the slaves his brother had sold in Nueva Vizcaya to their
homes and tribes at his own personal expense. According to Velez
de Escalante, Martinez said that he could not comply, because
most of them had died in a smallpox epidemic. Added the friar,
"It would have been better to have said [they had died] of
greed."loo On these charges, don Felix was fined another 1,500
pesos, bringing the total to two thousand. One half was to go into
the royal treasury; the other was to be applied to the cost of the
residencia.
Soon after the conclusion of the residencia, a group of prindpales from the pueblo of Pecos appeared before Bezerra Nieto and
complained of unjust treatment by Martinez" They charged that
the former governor had compelled the natives of that pueblo to
cut, dress, and transport two thousand boards to his residence, and
that the forced labor at the planting season had resulted in great
hardship and near starvation. Yet he refused to help them. One of
the Pecos delegation charged that Martinez took a captured Indian
boy as a slave and did not keep his promise to pay two horses in
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return. MartInez was ordered to pay for the lumber, and to pay the
promised horses or return the boy.101
The juez de residencia forwarded his judgments to the viceregal capital in August 1723. MartInez was deeply distressed by
these adverse decisions, and immediately appealed to Viceroy Casafuerte, who had taken office in 1722, to postpone his decision. He
requested permission to return to Santa Fe to gather testimony to
refute the charges of which he had been judged guilty. The time
was propitious. At that very moment the viceroy was formulating
plans for a sweeping inspection of the chain of frontier presidios,
including the garrison at Santa Fe. Casafuerte had already sought
royal approval of his plans and had recommended that don Pedro
de Rivera be commissioned a brigadier and named to conduct the
visita.

VII
don Felix MartInez arrived in Mexico City in the spring
of 1717 in response to the viceregal summons, he doubtless hoped
for prompt clarification of his status. Such expectations were dispelled when he was placed under arrest and confined in the cuerpo
de guardia of the viceregal palace, where, it would appear, he
remained in custody for the next eight years (1717-1725). During
this time he was at least permitted to maintain contacts with
friends and officials in Mexico and Spain, and to carry on legal
proceedings on his own behalf. He appealed to influential persons
in Spain. On July 21, 1717, he addressed a letter to dona Isabel de
Vargas, daughter of the reconqueror of New Mexico, then residing
in Madrid, in which he attributed the viceroy's displeasure to "sinister representations" by Domingo de la Canal, Flores Mogo1l6n,
and Valverde.
WHEN

So many were the frauds, complaints, and plots which they
charged against me that His Excellency (since he was newly arrived
and had no knowledge whatever of affairs in this Kingdom) acted
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solely on the basis of these vicious reports and issued a dispatch that
I should appear before him, as I did at once. And when I had
arrived he ordered me held in this city, and that the charges of which
I was the target should be brought against me. . . .

He was optimistic about his future, since he believed the viceroy
was "now learning the truth" about the New Mexico situation.
Nevertheless, he requested sympathetic intervention by his friends
in Madrid. 102 Martinez drew up a relation of his services in New
Mexico prior to 1717, which he dispatched to the king and
Council of the Indies in support of a petition for a royal appointment as governor of New Mexico. lo3 These appeals fell upon deaf
ears.
In July 1720 don Felix addressed an impassioned appeal to
Viceroy Valero in which he again asserted that he was the victim
of intrigue and malice. He vigorously asserted his fidelity and
loyalty to the king and claimed that during his more than twenty
years of service in New Mexico he had no purpose "other than the
welfare of that realm, the protection of those dominions, and the
preservation of the Faith." He had sought to achieve these aims
"without passion, hatred, or ill intent" toward his superiors and
associates. As reward for his loyalty and his long years of faithful
service, he found himself "deprived of the governorship and Rung
into prison" because of the malicious reports and evil intentions of
Captain Antonio Valverde and don Juan Ignacio Flores Mogoll6n. lo4 There is no record of any formal response to this appeal.
Indeed, it is not likely that stern Valero, who had ordered Martinez' recall and confinement, would be moved by Martinez' feelingsof frustration and despair.
When the Marques de Casafuerte replaced Valero in 1722 it
gave Martinez an opportunity for further efforts to vindicate his
personal honor and his conduct of New Mexico affairs. Accordingly, in 1723 he requested permission to return to Santa Fe to
obtain testimony. The viceroy's legal advisors recommended that
the petition be granted but stipulated certain procedures for the
inquiry proposed by Martinez. Casafuerte referred these recom-
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mendations to the fiscal of the Audiencia, which had the effect of
tabling the question for two years. The fiscal's favorable report was
not filed until July 7, 1725. Ten days later, the viceroy granted
Martinez' petition, subject to the conditions set forth by his legal
advisors and the fisca1. 105
The viceroy authorized the release of Martinez on bail for a
period of 120 days, during which he could travel to Santa Fe and
take testimony. Witnesses were to be examined by an alcalde ordinario of the villa on the basis of an interrogatory already formulated by Martinez and appended to the viceregal order. This
covered a wide range of topics and was designed to elicit evidence
to justify his conduct and to prove the enmity of Flores Mogollon
and Valverde, as well as their graft and incompetence. 106
Martinez promptly objected to the stipulation that he present
his witnesses before one of the alcaldes ordinarios of Santa Fe. He
pointed out that Valverde had abolished the cabildo and that
Governor Bustamante had not reestablished it, despite a viceregal
order of December 25, 1724, to conduct an election to restore that
body. Don Felix was fearful that this might make it impossible for
him to achieve the purpose of his journey. He suggested, therefore, that Brigadier don Pedro de Rivera, then conducting his inspection of the northern presidios, be instructed to hear the witnesses. This proposal received viceregal approval on August 17,
107
17 2 5.
After eight years of confinement and fruitless litigation in
Mexico City, Martinez had won a considerable victory. In the
opinion of the new viceroy's legal advisors, the Flores MogollonOtero Bermudez-Martinez lawsuits had reached an impasse which
might be overcome by an on-the-spot inquiry. For Martinez his
parole and proposed visit to New Mexico offered the long-hopedfor opportunity to enlist support to win final vindication.
Because don Pedro de Rivera had been detained in Nueva Vizcaya, don Felix was forced to wait about four months longer before going north. He set out sometime in the last weeks of 1725,
and arrived in New Mexico in mid-January 1726. Rivera was
delayed even longer and did not reach Santa Fe until June 4. The
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delay aided Martinez' cause. It gave him ample time to prepare
his case and to enlist friendly witnesses. He made. his headquarters
at the pueblo of Isleta, seventy-five miles south of Santa Fe. He
did not visit the capital lest the governor learn of his mission and
appoint a magistrate to hear his witnesses.
Although Rivera passed through Isleta on his way to Santa Fe
on June I, his journal makes no mention of the former governor's
presence. lOB Martinez followed him to the capital and on June 6
presented the viceroy's orders. Rivera had already discovered that
there were no alcaldes ordinarios in Santa Fe, a fact which inspired numerous complaints during his inspection. He therefore
declared that he would hear the Martinez witnesses, after completing his formal inspection/o9 which lasted until July 15.
In the meantime, Martinez and his associates were actively
putting into effect plans carefully prepared before the visitador
arrived. Those who could be relied upon to respond in a satisfactory
manner were now definitely committed to Martinez' cause. They
may even have rehearsed their responses. Apparently they overdid
it, for in a note to the inspector general, dated July 16, the presidio
officers complained that don Felix and his friends, Ramon Garda,
Martin Hurtado, Luis Garda, and Salvador Martinez, while seeking witnesses in Isleta and surrounding jurisdictions, were stirring
up trouble and urging individual soldiers and settlers to disobey
their officers and the civil authorities. They were charged with
"sowing seeds of discontent, hatred, and gossip" among the
Spaniards in New Mexico. The officers requested that the visitador
order a halt to such activities at once. 110 Rivera replied that he was
not authorized to concern himself with civil matters and thus
could not intervene in this dispute, but he agreed to forward
their petition, along with the depositions taken, to viceregal
headquarters. 1l1
After inspecting the garrison, Rivera turned his attention to the
Martinez investigation. Martinez was ready with forty-two witnesses. He was confident that he would be cleared. He had
managed to secure the support of ten Franciscan missionaries. ll2
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It was later charged that he bribed many of his witnesses, but
there is no evidence that this was true in the case of the Franciscans.· It should be noted that most of the religious already had
complained about Valverde's policies in regard to the Indians and
the labors of the missionaries among them. 113 Possibly they felt
that their testimony before the visitador would strengthen their
case. Although he probably was aware of their motives, Captain
Valverde later suggested that the religious had been "deceived or
else badly misinformed."114 The remaining thirty-two witnesses
included eight presidial soldiers, ten Albuquerque settlers, five from
La Canada, five from Santa Fe, two from Rio Arriba, one from
Isleta, and one whose residence was not stated. ll5 Few could be
considered prominent citizens of the province.
Prior to his presentation of witnesses Martinez petitioned
Rivera that, in accordance with Viceroy Casafuerte's order of July
15, 1715, Governor Bustamante and Captain Valverde, who had
accompanied the visitador to Santa Fe from £1 Paso, and the other
provincial officials and presidio officers, be compelled to withdraw
ten leagues from the capital so that their presence would not hinder
the inquiry or intimidate the witnesses. ll6 Valverde strongly protested this "indignity" but was obliged to comply.ll7 The inquiry
took place between July 22 and August 17.
The Martinez interrogatorio comprised twenty-seven questions
covering a wide range of topics relating to provincial affairs during
the years 1710-1720. It was designed, of course, to vindicate him.
As might be expected, many of the questions dealt with the administration of presidio supply, and sought to show that whereas Martinez had charged moderate prices, in accordance with Viceroy
Linares' orders and to the entire satisfaction of the garrison, Flores
Mogollon and Valverde had charged excessive prices .and were
motivated solely by personal gain.
...
Specific questions had been framed to prompt the desired responses: (I) In 1712 Martinez, in accordance with viceregal instructions, distributed supplies on the basis of cost plus costs as
shown in his account book. (2) The two sets of books kept by
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Martinez for supplies received by the soldiers prior to October
1712 did not constitute evidence of conscious fraud on his part;
the purpose of the second book, in which supplies were entered at
higher prices, was to demonstrate to the viceroy the financial advantages of Martinez' administration. (3) Flores Mogollon used
the 1712 audit, based upon MartInez' second book of accounts, for
his own advantage. (4) The 1712 revocation of Martinez' power
of attorney as supply officer was not a voluntary act on the soldiers'
part, but reRected duress by Flores and his associates. (5) Flores
Mogollon as supply officer charged excessive prices in violation of
viceregal orders. (6) Flores Mogollon used his position as governor
to exert pressure on the soldiers to make unfavorable reports to the
viceroy concerning Martinez' administration of local affairs. (7)
Martinez, as governor ad interim, served the best interest of the
soldiers; moreover, he conducted the Moqui campaign of 1716
with distinction and at his own expense. (8) His refusal to grant
authorization for Flores Mogo1l6n to leave New Mexico in 1716
was prompted by local exigencies or by request from the soldiers.
(9) Valverde, as captain of the £1 Paso presidio, charged his troops
high prices, and demonstrated lack of leadership and incompetence
in the conduct of campaigns against enemy Indians in the £1 Paso
area. (10) Finally, Valverde and Flores Mogo1l6n, because of their
close friendship, were inspired by mutual hatred of MartInez. ll8
The testimony was a virtual whitewash of Martinez' administration. He was lauded for his handling of presidio supply and his
governing of the province. His honest management had insured
that the troops were well supplied and equipped, that their morale
was high, and their fighting effectiveness vastly improved. New
Mexico was protected from potential invasion, and when necessity
dictated campaigns against hostile Indians, under his· competent
and valiant leadership, the Indians were always properly punished
and forced to respect Spanish authority.1l9
In contrast to his honest, efficient, and beneficial administration
were those of Flores Mogo1l6n and Antonio Valverde. By the time
of this investigation Flores Mogo1l6n was dead. Without fear of
retaliation, the witnesses were devastating in their denunciation
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of him. Their testimony against Valverde is somewhat more restrained, but it must be remembered that Valverde was the incumbent governor's uncle.
After hearing the last witnesses testify on August 17, Rivera
notified the governor, Valverde, and the other officials that they
were free to return to Santa Fe. Valverde objected violently to the
inconvenience which leaving the capital had caused him. He was
particularly offended because he was ordered to withdraw while
the partisans of Felix Martinez vilified him and denounced his
administration. He had objected in the beginning because he felt
in no way connected with the suit. Now that he learned the tenor
of the declarations, he was furious.
Valverde labeled the charges against him utterly false, libelous,
and inspired solely by the ill will and malice of don Felix Martinez.
He requested permission to present witnesses in his behalf. They
would be, he assured the visitador, of "greater distinction" than
those presented by MartInez. 120 Valverde drew up an interrogatorio, but Rivera informed him that his instructions prohibited involvement in civil suits and disputes while on his tour of inspection. Only the special order of July 17, 1725, had made it possible
for him to receive testimony in the Martinez case. Consequently,
despite the charges that the Martinez testimony had been obtained
fraudulently and through bribery, there was nothing the visitador
could do except append the Valverde interrogatorio to the testimony of the witnesses already heard and forward the entire expediente to the viceregal authorities. 121
Don Antonio Valverde was not without considerable influence
in Santa Fe. His friends and relatives among the officers and men
of the garrison came to his defense with a petition they dispatched
to the viceroy. They claimed that the "proofs" presented by Felix
Martinez were not legitimate; that they had not been spontaneous,
but premeditated; that the witnesses had vacillated between truth
and fiction and testified with great malice toward Valverde. Contrary to Martinez' claim that he had provisioned the garrison at
cost plus costs, he had, in fact, charged extremely high prices which
resulted in "fattening of his own purse" and impoverishing the
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soldiers. The men claimed that as a result they were unable to
perform their solemn obligations in the royal service. In addition,
they alleged that in December 1716, when Martinez made his
final adjustment of presidio accounts, they had settled with him in
the amount of 65,000 pesos, but when he arrived in Mexico he
sued them for recovery of 7 1,000 pesos he claimed they still owed
him. This, they asserted, was but a single example of the swindles
he had committed while governor. To the troops, however, disciplined in obedience to orders, perhaps the worst offense was his
blatant refusal to turn over the governorship to Valverde when
ordered by Viceroy Valero to do SO.122
There were other complaints. Rivera received at least ten petitions from "poor and destitute" widows and children, heirs of deceased soldiers, who claimed that Martinez had failed to adjust or
liquidate the accounts of their dead husbands and fathers and still
owed them sums ranging from 50 to 450 pesos. Don Felix maintained that he had instructed Juan Paez Hurtado to settle up when
a new consignment of provisions arrived. According to these petitions, Paez Hurtado had refused, claiming he knew nothing about
them. It was charged that in this way Martinez and Paez Hurtado
had cheated these people of more than 6,000 pesos. 123 Rivera was
compelled to inform them of the limits of his commission, but he
agreed to submit their complaints to the viceroy.124
Upon conclusion of his three-fold mission, viz., inspection of
the garrison, inquiry into Valverde's responsibility for the Villasur
massacre, and gathering the Martinez testimony, Brigadier don
Pedro de Rivera departed Santa Fe on August 24 and reached £1
Paso September 7. Here he conducted a visita of the presidio before
proceeding on his tour of the garrisons in Coahuila, Nuevo Leon,
and Texas. On October 4, 1726, he sent the voluminous papers
pertaining to his New Mexico investigations to viceregal headquarters.125
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VIII
DON FELIx MARTINEZ, whose 120-day parole had long since expired, accompanied the visitador to EI Paso and from there returned to the capital. The extensive files of testimony and other
documents arrived in Mexico City on November 4, 1726, but there
is no record of viceregal action. Apparently MartInez believed he
had been vindicated, and he continued to petition the authorities
for reinstatement as governor of New Mexico. 126
The story of don Felix Martinez de T orrelaguna covers some
thirty-three years (1693-1726). His career demonstrates that conditions on the northern frontier of New Spain in the eighteenth
century afforded opportunity for an aspiring and ambitious soldier
to rise from the ranks to the command of an important garrison outpost and to achieve appointment as provincial governor. As soldier
and officer (1693-1710), don Felix won the respect and approbation of provincial governors and the confidence of the rank and file
of the Santa Fe presidio. That he should have aspired to a position
of greater importance and power is not surprising. Unfortunately
it appears that his ambition was not tempered by qualities of complete honesty and integrity. Influenced by the example of other
governors he too was motivated by desire for personal gain. His
lack of probity is evident from his apparent misuse of the large expense account granted him by the Santa Fe soldiers for prosecution
of th~ Cuervo suit. It is also obvious enough that he used his position as representative of the garrison to win appointment as lifetenure captain with authority to administer presidio supply.
It is difficult to fonn a completely impartial judgment of his
role as provisioning officer in 1711-1712 and later because of the
mass of conflicting evidence. Although there is strong indication
of fraud, it should be noted that the viceregal authorities never
pronounced definite judgment on this point. There are also indications that MartInez as governor used his authority to divert presidio
supplies to his own use.
The sentence pronounced by Bezerra Nieto, who conducted
MartInez' residencia, imposed rather severe fines on certain of the
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charges filed during the proceedings, but we have no record of the
final judgment by the Audiencia of Mexico.
That Felix Martinez was able to retain the confidence of Viceroy Linares, despite reports that must have inspired some doubt
about his honesty and competence, cannot be ignored in assessing
his New Mexico career. Although the stem attitude later adopted
by Viceroy Valero may be attributed, in part, to a searching review
of Valverde's pesquisa secreta of 1715 and later reports, the recall
.of Martinez as governor was prompted largely by his contravention
of viceregal orders for the prompt return of Flores Mogollon to
Mexico. Accumulated evidence of questionable conduct as supply
officer for the garrison, together with claims of dubious validity
filed by Martinez after his arrival in Mexico City in 1717, and
hostile representations made by Flores Mogollon, Valverde, and
Canal, apparently provided adequate justification in the eyes of
viceregal officials for holding him in custody.
The parole granted by Viceroy Casafuerte in 1725 offered Martinez a final opportunity to vindicate his record. It is apparent that
he employed devious methods in securing favorable testimony during the 1726 inquiry conducted by Visitador Pedro de Rivera.
In justice to Martinez, it must be noted that he was probably no
better or worse than his contemporaries in New Mexico-Cuervo,
Penuela, Flores Mogollon, and Valverde-who, like him, were
inspired by personal interest. The profit motive that induced provincial governors during these years can be attributed to the
crown's policy of selling royal appointments for a high price not
commensurate with the annual salary for the post. It was inevitable,
therefore, that persons aspiring to this office on an isolated frontier
of New Spain had to be thinking of the prospect of personal gain.
The most obvious means to satisfy their aim was provisioning the
troops of the Santa Fe presidio. It should arouse no surprise that
Martinez followed their example.
When don Pedro de Rivera transmitted the record of the Martinez inquiry of 1726 to the viceroy, he made no comments in his
covering dispatch. But for this conscientious servant of the crown,
the testimony he had heard and the representations made by Val-
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verde and the soldiers of the Santa Fe garrison, were ample evidence of long-standing evils in the system of presidio supply. His
inspection of other frontier garrisons demonstrated that similar evils
existed in all. After his return to Mexico City on June 2 I, 1728, he
made a lengthy report to Viceroy Casafuerte, which became the
basis for a general Reglamento, the first of its kind, for the government and reform of the frontier presidios, including those of £1
Paso and Santa Fe. 127
That Rivera's report and the new reglamento failed to cure existing abuses, especially in regard to presidio supply, and that these
evils continued during later decades of the eighteenth century,
shows the inability of the crown and its agencies of government in
Mexico to impose effective control over military government and
organization in northern New Spain. The abuses were of such long
standing and reRected such ingrained motives of personal interest
in frontier districts that they could not be altered simply by royal
directives.
For better or worse, the career of don Felix Martinez serves to
illustrate this rather dreary aspect of frontier history in the last century of Spanish enterprise in Mexico.
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of settlement to the twentieth century, the
United States disposed of, donated, and despoiled the public domain. By the end of the nineteenth century, however, a few farsighted men realized how seriously the land had been squandered,
and they sought to bring about a change in the general philosophy
of land policy. By this time a conservation policy had been put into
effect for the forests; yet the grazing lands were far from being
conserved. Not until 1934, with the passage of the Taylor Grazing
"Act, did a significant change occur.
This new grazing act withdrew 173,000,000 acres of unreserved
public lands, scattered among private and state-owned lands in the
western states, and established grazing districts. These districts
originally were administered by the Grazing Service of the Depart" ment of the Interior in cooperation with local stockmen; however,
since 1946 the Grazing Service has been a part of the Bureau of
Land Management. The Taylor Grazing Act also provided for the
issuance of permits to individual users. Although these permits are
limited to ten years, they can be renewed to insure a fairly secure
tenure for users. Today more than thirty thousand farmers and
ranchers graze livestock on public land in the western states.
The prelude to the passage of the Taylor Grazing Act was a
series of bills and debates in Congress, where special interest
groups such as ranchers, farmers, and conservationists expressed
their views. Early in 1932 a public lands committee, appointed by
THE EARLY DAYS

• This paper was prepared under the direction of Professor Herbert H. Lang of
Texas A & M University, to whom 1 am extremely grateful.
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President Herbert Hoover and headed by James R. Garfield, suggested new controls for the public land. The recommendations of
this group were embodied in the Evans bill, H. R. 5840' Essentially the committee recommended giving surface rights of the land
to the states, while reserving all oil, mineral, and other subsurface
rights for the Federal government. The western states strongly opposed this potential loss of wealth, and the bill was defeated. The
supporters of H. R. 5840 recognized the need for land regulation,
and in 1932 the Colton bill, which was essentially the same as the
future Taylor bill, was introduced by Representative Don B. Colton of Utah. It met the same defeat as previous bills.
Representative Edward T. Taylor of Colorado had helped Colton write the bill. Colton lost his bid for re-election in 1932. Taylor reintroduced the bill a year later, only to have the plan rejected
by the Senate. Finally, in the 73rd Congress, on March 10, 1933,
he introduced H. R. 6462, the grazing bill bearing his name,
which eventually became law. Taylor's success did not come easily.
Many groups fought bitterly to prevent passage of the bill; others
vigorously supported it.
.The western stockmen were especially concerned with grazing
regulation, for they believed that the passage of regulatory legislation such as the Taylor bill would restrict their use of the public
domain and would lead to financial chaos. Believing that their way
of life was threatened, the stockmen of the West led a strong attack against passage of the Taylor Grazing Act. Their opposition
was not sufficient, for conservationists energetically expressed their
support of Taylor's bill.
To the average American, the western stockmen were colorful
and unique creatures, concerned mainly with cattle breeding,
rodeos, and ranches, bound by their environment, with little interest or knowledge beyond that. In truth, western stockmen have
long been concerned with any facet of politics that directly affects
them. For years ranchmen of the West used the unappropriated
public domain in the eleven western states as a grazing area for
their livestock. Although the Federal government held the land in
trust, throughout the history of the public domain in the United
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States, little .Federal control was exercised. The stockmen believed
that the passage of any regulatory legislation, such as the proposed
Taylor bill, would lead to serious financial problems among stock
growers.
Beyond the one-hundredth meridian, stock growers faced a
variety of ills. Scant vegetation, little rainfall, and predatory animals all served to limit the cattleman's profits. Ranchers learned to
adapt to the environment by whatever means were available, even
if those means involved such illegal action as fencing governmentowned land. 1 The general condition of the range was poor. Farm
interests realized that "the unreserved public domain consists of
land unsuited for cultivation, and its problems are of a special
character and, viewed from the standpoint of agriculture as a
whole, of relatively minor significance."2 The western stockmen
believed the public domain to be significant only so long as the
lands could be used as they saw fit. As a result of environmental
conditions, the ranchers practiced overgrazing to such an extent
that the "range deterioration . . . exposed the soil to abnormal
erosion."3
The condition of the range land in Idaho was an example of
what the cattlemen of the West faced. The surface was covered
with sagebrush, grasses were scattered, and the area produced
little feed. Many of the ranges became infested with poisonous
plants which killed large numbers of sheep every year. Such conditions forced the rancher to make "the fatal mistake of trying to
break even by crowding more stock on an already depleted range; it
became apparent that the empire builders' battle cry, 'The Winning of the West,' must be changed to 'The Saving of the West.' "4
The result of uncontrolled grazing was the rapid destruction of the
productivity of the range lands. One western cattle rancher, Dan
D. Casement, writing in American Forests and Forest Life, urged
control of the ranges before the grazing lands were totally ruined
byerosion. 5
Because of sectional pressures the Federal government had not
followed a systematic policy of conservation. Instead of an effective land code, Congress passed "a series of acts inconsistent, con-
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Hicting, and piecemeal."6 A few ranchers had worked out a small
measure of control over use of the range, but their agreements included no conservation measures. The range was "largely 'open'
and unregulated in season, numbers, and kind of stock."7 Before
the stockmen would agree to regulation, however, they expressed,
in stockmen's journals and in Congress, their intent to oppose the
Taylor bill. Land economists realized how firm the stock growers'
stand would be. Virgil Hurlburt, an economist, wrote that "since
stockmen may be charged for a privilege they have enjoyed gratis
all these years, some opposition is to be expected."s
Opposition to the Taylor bill came from most of the eleven public-land states and from the major stock growers associations. As
early as February 1932 the National Wool Growers' Association
agreed on certain general principles of land policy change. A resolution adopted at this organization's national convention in 1932
stated that "it is the conviction of the majority of those present at
this meeting that each state should have the right to elect which
method should be adopted and applied within its borders."9 The
association opposed government withdrawals of land because of the
already poor financial condition of western stockmen. Several bills
were introduced into the Congress for a land policy change, but by
April 1932 the National Wool Grower, the official organ of the
National Wool Growers' Association, expressed the sentiments of
most stockmen. "It appears wholly unlikely that the committee
will report out the bills for transferring surface rights to the states
in their present form."lo During their annual meeting, the National Wool Growers' Association appointed a committee to study
public land problems. It recommended that the public domain be
sold to the stockmen, with preference given to those already using
the land. l l
The Colton bill, H. R. 11816, which passed the House of Representatives on February 7, 1933, provided for Federal control but
not cession. "The bill came before the Senate Committee on Public Lands on February 17, where it was vigorously and successfully
opposed by Senators Kendrick of Wyoming, Walsh of Montana,
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and Bratton of New Mexico."12 In July Secretary of the Interior
Harold 1. Ickes "ordered private fences removed from the public
domain in the West."13 This action opened range lands to all
stockmen, and caused great concern among the large graziers who
had occupied the lands. In the autumn pressure against Federal
regulation of the public domain continued to mount among cattlemen.
When Arizona sheepmen held their forty-seventh annual convention in August 1933, the delegates went on record as favoring
the Evans bill, which would cede all the public domain to the
states, as had been suggested by the Garfield Committee in 1932.14
The following year the Arizona Cattle Growers' Association also
went on record as opposing the proposed grazing regulation. "We
are unalterably opposed to the principles of the Taylor bill whereby
grazing on the public domain would be administered by the Department of the Interior."15 Wyoming's stock growers met in October 1933, and "reported a resolution similar to the one adopted
at the Denver Conference in August, but added their request for
the repeal of the 64o-acre grazing homestead act."16 Most Western
stockmen asked for "no more than their just dues,"17 on the
grounds that the range lands first belonged to the states. The last
significant livestock meeting of 1933 was the conference of the
American National Livestock Association in Denver, Colorado.
This association favored immediate cession of the public domain to
the states for sale to cattlemen, giving preference to present users. 1S
The idea of ceding the public domain to the states received support from A. A. Johns, president of the Arizona Wool Growers'
Association, when he spoke before the National Wool Growers'
Association in January 1934. This desire for cession was not unanimous. S. W. McClure, of Idaho, said his state opposed such action, and S. M. Jorgensen, president of the Utah Wool Growers'
Association, endorsed the Taylor bill. 19 The National Livestock
Association appointed committees, debated the public lands question, and adopted a resolution calling for the cession of the domain
to the states. Congressman S. E. Winters, of Wyoming, told the
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convention that "if the Taylor bill were enacted . . . a fundamental right of the people would be taken away, that of the right
to acquire title to the land."20
The Arizona Cattle Growers' Association, meeting in Phoenix
during January 1934, sent "a telegram to the state's representatives
in Congress in opposition to the Taylor bill."21 The Western Cattlemen's Association of the American National Livestock Association, meeting in Albuquerque, New Mexico, favored enactment of
a law to give the states the public domain, with no Federal interference. This convention debated the Taylor bill, as had other associations in the previous year. In this instance, advocates of Federal
control "agreed that eventually the domain ought to be ceded to
the states, but contended that the measure likely was the best that
could be secured from the present Congress."22 The members of
this convention resolved, however, that the states must own the
public domain lands within their boundaries.
By May of 1934, many cattlemen feared the battle was lost. The
editor of the National Wool Grower, F. R. Marshall, resigned himself to the passage of the Taylor Grazing Act, and he asked the
public lands committee of the Senate
to strengthen the bill to give greater assurance of preference to present
users of the range, to allow no charges in the first five years and to
give a flexible scale thereafter, and to give the Western countries all
of the fees collected except the amounts expended for improvements
'
on the range. 23

Even though some cattlemen expressed their belief that they were
fighting for a lost cause, opposition to the Taylor bill became intense, as was indicated at the convention of the Wyoming Stock
Growers in June 1934- This organization continued to oppose the
Taylor biIl. 24
Stock growers of the West vigorously opposed the Taylor bill in
both the House and Senate committee hearings. Stoc!{men's organizations sent telegrams to the hearings, and many representatives
of these associations appeared in person to plead their cases. Among
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those who appeared at the Senate Public Lands Committee hearing was J. B. Wilson of McKinley, secretary of the Wyoming
Wool Growers' Association. He contended that sentiment for the
Taylor bill was divided in his state. Most of the members of his
association favored cession of the public lands to the states. He
insisted that the range land had not deteriorated as a result of
overgrazing, but that vegetation was sparse because of the nature
of the climate. The Arizona Wool Growers' Association sent its
president, A. A. Johns. He related that contrary to what some
parties said about conflict between sheepmen and cattlemen, the
two groups got along well on the ranges. He claimed that "there
isn't any such thing in the Southwest as overgrazing. When we
have rain, we have a lot of feed; there is feed for everybody."
In contrast, the representative of the American Livestock Association, J. Elmer Brock of Wyoming, was very clear and precise in
expressing his organization's position on the Taylor bill. He immediately told the committee that the states should own the land.
"I shall not burden the committee with a history of the public
domain or the injustice of withdrawing it from the States on what
I consider to be the lack of Constitutional authority." He agreed
with Mr. Wilson, secretary of the Wyoming Wool Association,
who stated that no great erosion existed in the West. Mr. Brock
recalled that the earliest military expeditions into the West had
recorded that the country was denuded of vegetation; consequently, the only protection needed was that provided by nature for
many thousands of years. Brock criticized the Forest Service's administration of the forest grazing lands: "In spite of the immense
tracts that have been added to the forests under their regulated
control, they have reduced the carrying capacity of the forest [by]
1,400,000 head of stock." He and his organization favored the immediate cession of the public domain to the states, as did most
other Western groups.
Agreeing on land cession to the states, was Howard J. Smith,
Arizona State Land Commissioner, and a member of the Arizona
Cattle Growers' Association. Mr. Smith was concerned about the
permanent loss of the tax potential of the public domain. He op-
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posed Federal ownership, arguing that "we fear government ownership because we are dissatisfied with the experience that we have
had in the State of Arizona with government ownership." Smith
also urged elimination of public auctions for leases. If the Taylor
bill passed, the land commissioner feared it would not give preference to those already using the public domain. The state of Arizona
went on record against the Taylor bill, with Senator HarTy Ashurst
saying, "It ought at least, to be the policy of Congress not to destroy a State. You gave birth to Arizona some years ago. Now you
propose to break her limbs, crack her skull, and starve her to
death." Arizona s'uspected that the bill would work against the
small stockman or settler whose herd would become impounded
within one of the large grazier's leased areas. Western society must
protect the small stockmen at all costs.
The New Mexico Stock Growers' Association took the opposite
view, and sent representatives to the Senate hearings to support the
Taylor bill. Burton C. Mossman, representing the Wool Growers'
Association of that state, told the Committee that his association
had passed a resolution in January, favoring the Taylor bill. He
added, however, that the bill should be amended to protect those
"who have given their lives and their fortunes in developing the
water and the ranges and who know no other business than the
livestock business." Oliver M. Lee, of the New Mexico Cattle
Raisers' Association, endorsed the Taylor bill, but he suggested
some amendments. He thought the law should protect present
users by reading: "Rights to the use of water for mining, agricultural, manufacturing, or other purposes, vested and accrued and
which are recognized and acknowledged by the local customs,
laws and decisions of the courts shall be maintained and protected
in the possessors thereof." Lee desired, in essence, specific water
assignments to graziers. Senator Ashurst of Arizona accused the
New Mexico group of favoring the bill because they had illegally
fenced public lands in New Mexico. There was a measure of truth
in Ashurst's statement, in that passage of the amended bill would
require fencing of the lands, and the members of Lee's organization would be given preference to the exclusion of others.
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Few Westerners recognized the long-range significance of the
Taylor Grazing Act, but Henry I. Harriman, a Wyoming rancher
and president of the United States Chamber of Commerce, supported the bill for its true value to conservation. He recalled the
Mizpah-Pumpkin Creek experiment, a cooperative grazing district
established in Montana in 1928 by Congress, and noted with chagrin the difference in productivity of these lands which adjoined
his, and the general poor condition of his own grazing lands. He
believed that it would be better for the stockmen to pay a grazing
fee and to be assured that the ranges would not be overstocked. 25
In the hearings of the House Committee on Public lands, few
Western livestock men appeared to fight the Taylor bill. Those
who did appear desired the same changes in the Taylor bill that
were later presented to the Senate committee.
Dan H. Hughes, representing the Colorado Wool Growers' Association, recalled that his organization had dealt with the Forest
Service for twenty-eight years, and that the experience had been
beneficial for all concerned. His organization believed that the
Taylor bill should pass, but that the Forest Service should administer the new law. He told the House committee that "the livestock
industry of the West conceded the need of regulating the remaining public domain for grazing purposes." F. R. Carpenter, representing the stockmen of northwest Colorado, joined in the support
for regulation, saying Federal control was the stockmen's "only
chance against being completely wiped out of existence as far as
the cow industry [was] concerned."
The most common concern of the Westerners was protection for
the current users of the public domain. Representative Scrugham
of Nevada concurred, saying he had received over two hundred
letters urging defeat of the Taylor bill. It was his opinion that "if
this bill passed, the average stockman in the State of Nevada is
put in an anomalous position of having his ranch owned by himself; the water used by grazing stock controlled by the state and
the grazing lands themselves controlled by two or more government bureaus." Representative Compton I. White, of Idano, also
presented numerous telegrams and letters from his constituents
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that urged the dropping of the Taylor bill in the committee. Representative Harry 1. Englebright of California presented letters
from the California Cattlemen's Association urging the same and
also immediate cession of the public domain to the states. Englebright read a telegram from the Modoc County Cattlemen's Association which stated that their organization opposed any change
in the public domain laws, because cattlemen "now have their
backs to the wall fighting for existence and many must fail if their
financial burdens are increased" by paying a Federal leasing fee.
The Grange organizations agreed with the large stockmen who
believed that the Taylor Grazing Act would be ruinous to their
cause. The Idaho Grange organizations sent letters and telegrams
to Compton 1. White. The May, Idaho, Grange advised White
that they had studied the Taylor bill and found it would result in
extra expense and hardship, making the livestock business a bad investment. 26 Opposition to the Taylor bill was strong but the committee recommended it for passage, with minor changes.
Representatives Rich of Connecticut and Englebright of California signed the minority report which stated that the new grazing
act would "result in confusion and serious loss to the industry."27
By the first of June, 1934, stock growers, and the West in general, realized that the Taylor Grazing Act could not be defeated,
or amended to their complete satisfaction. Colorado stockmen met
at Sterling, Colorado, in June 1934, and made no official mention
of the Taylor bilp8 The cattlemen's organizations resigned themselves to defeat, and to the certain passage of the Taylor Grazing
Act. The Oregon Cattlemen's Association met in July, after the
passage of the act, and endorsed the principles embodied in the
new law. 29 By the middle of 1934, some ranchers looked anew at
the success of the Mizpah-Pumpkin Creek grazing experiment
and saw the similarities in the Taylor bill. Some cattlemen were
willing to concede that the principles of this earlier experiment had
been incorporated into the Taylor bill, in order that the stockmen
of the West would have adequate summer and winter grazing
lands. so
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The Taylor Grazing Act was in effect by November 1934, when
the New York Times recorded the withdrawal of public domain
lands "from settlement, location or entry, and the reservation for
classification, of all vacant, unreserved and unappropriated public
lands in twelve Western States."31 Cattlemen commented little
about the Taylor Grazing Act at this time, but by I 936 evidence
remained that many cattlemen still disliked the Federal regulation
imposed on them. The T ucson Weekly Market Report and News
Letter, a publication of the Arizona cattle growers, described the
new land policy as "the first step towards the alluring goal of collectivization of the entire cattle business."32
One final question remained unanswered. Did the majority of
stockmen oppose the Taylor Grazing Act or did opposition stem
from only a few influential interests that controlled the livestock
organizations? Bernard DeVoto stated in 1948 that the political
lobbyists of the previous year, who claimed to represent the lives~ock industry, may have represented only a minority. "When you
inquire what percentage of Western stock growers belong to the
two national associations, for instance, you get not figures but polite evasions: it is a small percentage."33 Regardless of the number
or percentage of stock growers who opposed the Taylor bill, they
could not mount enough influence to stop the strong conservationist movement. The conservationists, after waging a fight in forestry
journals and weekly periodicals of all types and winning the support of the Roosevelt administration, proved too strong in desire
and influence to allow the stockmen to kill the Taylor grazing bill.

THROUGHOUT the 1920'S and 1930'S the aim of conservationists
was to fight for effective Federal control of the public domain.
This fight began in earnest in the 1920'S, and was only partially
won with the passage of the Taylor Grazing Act in 1934. Conservationists were certain that chaos and loss would follow if the problems of conserving and developing America's public lands were not
solved quickly. It was often recalled in the literature of the day
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that the national government had once owned 1,455,000 acres of
public lands, but by 1925 only twenty-three per cent of this total
was still owned by the nation. 34 The history of the dispersal of the
land and of the treatment accorded lands still in government hands
was not reassuring.
Abuse of the public domain began shortly after the Civil War,
during the great cattle boom. Trail drivers, needing water for their
cattle, stayed close to water holes; as a consequence, grass became
sparse on the trails. Hard winters and drought in the 1880'S and
1890'S caused the death of many cattle. During the nineties, tramp
stockmen passed through the public lands, denuding large areas
in a single trip. To protect their investments, cattlemen illegally
fenced parts of the public domain to keep out migrant stockmen.
"Seven million acres involving 465 illegal enclosures appear in
the tables of the land office report for 1887."35 The range lands
steadily deteriorated until they reached a point where poisonous
plants were replacing forage and killing livestock.
In I 926 Herman H. Chapman, professor of forestry at Yale,
revealed the full extent of the range damage. He urged immediate
Federal control of these lands, under the Department of Agriculture. Chapman, in urging repeal of the 64o-acre homestead law,
added that public opinion must "demand a rational solution of the
policy of future use of our public domain."36 The nation and public opinion neither took action nor paid heed to Chapman's words.
Conservation, according to the administrations of Presidents Calvin
Coolidge and Herbert Hoover, was a matter for individuals and
state governments to handle.
In I 929 President Herbert Hoover announced his plan to cede
to the states the remaining public domain lands, in order that the
states might better solve the range problems within their borders. The conservationists, and many other interested parties,
thought differently, however, and were determined to undermine
and halt Hoover's plans. Conservationists clamored that Hoover's
proposal threw "to the winds a well-settled policy that has been the
gradual evolution of nearly a century and a half of practical and
often bitter experience."37 The opponents of Hoover's plan ac-
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knowledged that something must be done to preserve the public
lands, but without jeopardizing the idea of conservation.
In 193 I W. J. Morrill, State Forester of Colorado, circularized
the western states to ascertain their desires and found that an overwhelming number of state foresters opposed transfer of the public
domain to the states. State lands boards, however, were adamant in
their cries for cession to the states. Morrill added that "merely
granting these public domain lands to the states unconditionally
would not improve the present situation. The chief thing is to get
them under such management as shall stop their deterioration."38
He suggested that grazing districts be established and appropriate
fees charged for their use. A portion of these fees could be given to
the state and county in which the lands were .located. He heartily
recommended that the Federal government retain title to the lands,
but added that some states did not agree. Wyoming, for example,
wanted to own the lands with full mineral rights, and administer
both without any interference from the Federal government.
President Hoover, however, was considering the idea of making
a gift of two hundred million acres of land, which belonged to the
nation as a whole, to a few western states. "No mean gift, assuredly: almost a tenth of the land area of the United States, equal to
a strip one hundred and ten miles wide straight across the continent
from New York to San Francisco."39 Parts of the public domain
were picturesque areas of grassland and sagebrush, and it was over
the use of this grassland that political battles followed the announcement of Hoover's plan. "Civil war, to be sure, will not be
waged over these lands," wrote one critic, "but the scheme of
disposal advocated by the President's Commission will bring conflict-in Congress, in the press, in politics, on the range lands themselves."4o
Conservationists made many recommendations to counter Hoover's proposal. Most of them felt that Congress should control the
public domain and establish grazing regulations. They believed
that the forests on the public domain should be placed under the
administration of the Forest Service, and that a method of selling
some public lands to individuals might be worked out after careful
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study by the Department of Agriculture. Thus, the department
which controlled the forest lands would also regulate the other
parts of the public domain. 41 Arthur C. Ringland, writing in
American Forests and Forest Life, summed up the opinion of most
conservationists when he stated that the public domain belonged
to the people as a whole and that Congress should continue to
regulate it. 42 Concerning President Hoover's proposal, Oswald G.
Villard, in The Nation, emphasized that "once let the nose of Mr.
Hoover's camel inside the tent, and how long will it be before we
shall have to welcome his fore legs, his hump, his hind legs, and
his tail."43 Hoover's proposal was defeated through the combined
effort of conservationists and the western state governments, which
refused to accept the public lands unless the mineral rights were
included. Hoover had insisted upon Federal retention of title to
the minerals.
The chance for full state ownership had passed, but the range
lands of the public domain continued to suffer. Most conservationists believed that "the rehabilitation of overgrazed range necessitates a management directed by experts trained in the new science
of range control."44 Henry S. Graves, Dean of Yale Forestry
School, said that "the damage from erosion and the establishment
of torrential conditions has proceeded so far that sooner or later
expensive engineering work will be necessary."45 Most conservationists realized that the lands were no longer valuable for homesteading, but very valuable for grazing purposes. 46 Stockmen of
the West had made a profit by using the public lands as they
wished, and graziers seemed to be the only ones not wanting something effective done in the realm of conservation. 47
Professor Walter Mulford, of the Forestry School of the University of California, blamed all parties involved for the damage
to the land.
We have been hanned by unwise policies on public and private
lands. We have done harm, too. We have all seen swift, swirling
mountain streams in which a man, misstepping, would quickly lose
his life, converted into snake-like lines of bare rock, ugly scars in
the countryside. 48
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Another writer pointed out that it was all too evident that "destruction of the grass permits rapid run-off of water. As a result many
Western streams that 25 years ago, kept between well defined
banks are now, at times, raging torrents that spread over the land
in often changing beds."49 Water control was a critical aspect of
range control, since the grazing areas were "arid to semi-arid, having an annual rainfall of twenty inches or less."5o The Federal government made a series of studies of range conditions from 1930 to
1940, and in the reports the full extent of range land damage
was made known.
The overgrazed public domain caused damage to other areas during the great drought and dust storms of the 1930's. "Soil particles
in the form of dust and fine sand . . . covered and destroyed the
crops and sod on nearby land."51 The extent of this topsoil movement was known to professional conservationists, who reported that
"since 1932-particularly in 1934 and 1936-soil of the southern
Plains has been moved by the wind out of proportion to anything
previously known in American history."52 This blowing away of
the topsoil was a serious problem, but the problem had begun when
ranchers stocked the range beyond its carrying capacity, and destroyed the protective grass cover. In 1932 the United States Department of Agriculture investigated grazing practices on public
lands in Nevada, and found that a few large graziers "less than
150 in number-each of whom raises both cattle and sheep, control over one-third of all the controlled land of the State and use at
least that proportion of the open grazing lands."53 In addition to
range domination, it was found that nomadic sheep graziers used
the land in Nevada extensively, and did great harm to all but themselves.
A report from the Secretary of the Interior's office, two years
after the Taylor Act became law, showed the extent of the destruction of the range. 'The existing range area has been depleted no
less than 52 per cent from its virgin condition, using depletion in
the sense of reduction in grazing capacity for domestic livestock."54
This same range, once capable of carrying 22.5 million animal
units, could carry only 10.8 million by 1936. The Interior Depart-
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ment report also discovered that "too much range damage in its
early and often obscure stages occurred undetected, because the
average stockman, in most ways a keen observer, was not looking
for it."55 This vast damage to grazing lands was caused when "intensive grazing was introduced into the semi-arid range country;
the normal trend in plant succession was reversed and there appeared a type of vegetation less able to protect the soil or provide
adequate forage for livestock.56
Government conservationists made suggestions to solve the
tragic dilemma of the range, with recommendations for passage of
a regulatory act, such as the Taylor Act, as foundation for range
reclamation. The conservationists suggested to the livestock men
the "sale of surplus stock or culling of the herd will meet the requirements"57 to preserve the range lands. Even in 1938, after
some progress had been made, range conditions were still so poor
that "only about 2 per cent of the usable range area, according to
the best information available, is free from erosion."58 The Department of Agriculture warned that unless a scientific range development program was begun, "a substantial part of the public domain
area will become a desert, in fact if not in name."59 The Agriculture Department also recommended that any future changes in
land policy "should be carefully devised so as to give due recognition to existing possessory rights."60 Before the conservationists and
the Roosevelt administration got the Taylor bill through Congress,
one group of stockmen did cooperate with the Interior Department
in grazing control. Approximately 42,000 acres of public domain
were leased to Custer County, Idaho, stockmen in the hope that
the agreement would "permit the lands to be handled in such a
way as will foster range control in the interest of protection of
watersheds . . . and the conservation and encouragement of plant
growth."61 The experiment worked to the satisfaction of all parties
concerned.
In 1932, when the Hoover plan for cession to the states was
squarely defeated, conservation-minded Americans began to clamor
anew for effective Federal regulation of the grazing lands of the
public domain. A struggle over where the jurisdiction for these
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lands should be placed ensued. In only a short time, however,
"Forest Service officials went on record as favoring legislation giving Congressional authority for the proper administration of the
grazing resources of the public domain to the Department of the
Interior."62 Many concerned individuals cared little where jurisdiction was placed, so long as the watersheds and vegetation were
protected. Foresters preferred that protection be the responsibility
of the Federal government, as is shown by the policy statement of
the American Forestry Association. President George D. Pratt
stated that "the American Forestry Association stands for inviolate
retention of the lands and natural resources which now belong to
our people as a perpetual and inalienable truSt."63 Suggestions concerning the public lands came from all quarters, with Ovid Butler,
editor of American Forests, suggesting that unemployed men be
put to work restoring these ranges. This would help speed recovery
from the Depression and aid in improving the condition of the
public lands. 64
Optimism reigned throughout conservationist ranks when President Franklin D. Roosevelt gave leadership to the conservation
movement. Percival S. Ridsdale, editor of Nature magazine, stated
that "during the Roosevelt Administration, we may be certain that
the friends of the forest, the national parks and other Natural resources will find not only a willing ear but an understanding heart
in the White House."65 Roosevelt understood well the need for
conserving this nation's natural resources. Congress was not as
receptive to conservationist ideas as was Roosevelt, but after committee hearings in both the House and Senate, the Taylor bill was
safely on its way to passage.
In the committee hearings, numerous conservationists expressed
their desire for range control. In the House hearings, Seth Gordon,
president of the American Game Association, speaking of the
Taylor bill, emphasized that "unless something of this sort is done
very promptly, as one of my friends who knows the West thoroughly expressed the other day, it will be but a short time until
the white man will have to move out of the West."66 F. A. Silcox,
Chief of the Forest Service, reminded the committee that "in our
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early dealings with the ranges that Winchesters and .45 caliber
revolvers were used to settle range disputes."67 Silcox suggested
that passage of the Taylor bill would mean that the courts could
settle the problems on the range.
The Taylor bill, after great deliberation, emerged from Congress, but doubt was cast on the value of the bill by sharp division
of opinion between lawyers of the Departments of Agriculture and
Interior. Agriculture Department lawyers recommended that Roosevelt veto the bill on the grounds that the Senate amendments
short-circuited the major conservation aspects of the bill. The
American Forestry Association also recommended veto of the
Taylor bill, saying that the amended bill gave the states too much
control over the grazing districts. 68 But after Attorney General
Homer S. Cummings expressed confidence in the bill, President
Franklin D. Roosevelt signed it on June 28, 1934, and announced
that "the passage of this act marks the culmination of years of effort to obtain from Congress express authority for Federal regulation of grazing on the public domain."69 The President believed
that the nation had taken a great step forward in the interests of
conservation. Some forest conservationists still remained displeased
with the Taylor Grazing Act, and continued to cry that the Federal
government had relinquished "control over the lands to the
states, by hardening past use of the public ranges into permanent
property rights."70 In 1935 Arthur N. Pack, editor of Nature
magazine, supported the conservationists who still opposed the
amended Taylor Grazing Act. He said that the range lands should
be cleared of all livestock "until nature has had time to get in her
work and restore an adequate natural vegetation."71

WHILE SOME DISSENT lingered after the Taylor bill's passage, the
bill achieved the purpose of awakening the public to the need for
regulation of the public domain. Both cattlemen and conservationists had influenced the final draft of the Taylor Bill. Cattlemen had
successfully amended it to give stockmen rights-of-way for stock
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driving, and preference to previous users in assigning permits.
Moreover, a hearing had to be held in a state before a district
could be established. 72 Although many conservationists were unhappy with the final bill, they had successfully influenced Federal
retention and regulation of the lands.
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DISSENT IN THREE AMERICAN WARS. By Samuel Eliot Morison, Frederick
Merk, and Frank Freidel. Cambridge: Harvard University Press,. 1970.
Pp. vii, 104.llluS., index. $4.95.
WHEN ACCEPTING the invitation of the Massachusetts Historical Society to
present open lectures on the subject of public opinion during three nineteenth-century American wars, the three Harvard historians whose addresses comprise this slim volume might have pondered the frequently
summoned Shakespearean proposition: "What's past is prologue." But one
need not adopt a cyclical view of history to appreciate the value of historical analogy. At a time when public dissent in the United States seemingly has reached an apex, the contemporary parallelisms are especially inviting.
Samuel Eliot Morison examines public disaffection during the War of
1812, Frederick Merk dissects the disapproval of the Mexican War, and
Frank Freidel analyzes the anti-imperialist movement at the time of the
Spanish-American War. Not pretending a definitive discussion, they present three suggestive essays which, when taken as a unit, indicate, among
other things, how unimaginative is the war dissent of today. The doves of
the last five years have composed no new chords. Congressional opposition,
army desertions, draft dodging, private peace initiatives, and denunciation
of elected officials are all readily recognizable in the nineteenth century.
Even the argument that the United States could in no way justify mass
destruction to prevent mass destruction was voiced in 1898 by Charles Eliot
Norton who argued that to alleviate Cuban suffering at the hand of Spain
would result in inRicting greater suffering still. The record of today's hawks
is no more creative. The rhetoric contains the same shopworn refrains.
Criticising those who voiced opposition to voting funds for supplies of war,
many Congressmen argued in 1847 that one simply cannot abandon armies
already in the field. President Polk brought into question the patriotism
of his critics the same year by charging that they were "giving aid and
comfort to the enemy." The academic community felt the brunt of hawkish
vindictiveness repeatedly during the last century as when Assistant Secretary of the Navy Theodore Roosevelt impugned the masculinity of the
Harvard faculty, suggesting that one should expect nothing more of "beings whose cult is nonvirility."
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Not long ago one could recommend a work as sound, informative, and
entertaining; now, however, one must add relevant. These essays are relevant, and in the best usage of that much abused word. They indicate not
only that war dissent is an American tradition, but also how polarization
occurs, how both advocates and opponents are sometimes motivated by
political and economic expediency as well as genuine moral indignation,
and how impassioned rhetoric generally obscures much more than it illuminates. This volume is a natural for the basic survey course in United
States history.
University of Nebraska

A

MICHAEL

C. MEYER

CANNONEER IN NAVAJO COUNTY: JOURNAL OF JOSIAH M. RICE, 1851.
Edited by Richard H. Dillon, with 21 pencil drawings by Rice. Denver:
Old West Publishing Company, 1970. Pp. 123. Illus., map, app., index.
$14·5°'

GUARDED WITH CARE usually reserved for priceless relics, the journal of a
young artilleryman has reposed, all but unknown until now, in the rare
manuscripts collection of the Denver Public Library. As a member of Company B, 2d Artillery, Josiah M. Rice accompanied the 1851 expedition to
Canyon de Chelly led by Colonel E. V. Sumner; later he was among the
first troops to garrison Fort Defiance; and at some disputed point in time
Rice claims to have participated in a mysterious march of unstated purpose
to the Gila River.
Until publication of this journal there were two firsthand versions of the
1851 campaign: Sumner's official report and the account of James A. Bennett, a dragoon private. The Rice and Bennett journals bear striking
similarities. Both were written long after the events described, from rough
notes and fading memory. Errors of formidable magnitude were a natural
consequence.
At its best the Rice manuscript- adds a considerable amount of background to Sumner's campaign. With minor differences Rice's observations
confirm those of Bennett; their evidence, although editor Richard Dillon
does not agree, points to the conclusion that the campaign was a fiasco. The
Navajo avoided direct conflict until the moment of their choosing, when
Sumner's troops had penetrated several miles into Canyon de Chelly. Here
the advantage lay entirely with the Navajo and Sumner was forced to take
shelter and then withdraw, ingloriously, under cover of darkness. Casualties on both sides were inconsequential, the Navajo were not in the least
overawed (as Dillon says they were), but Rice emphasizes what Bennett
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already had made clear: Sumner's loss of horses (more than three hundred,
according to Rice) was staggering. For the duration of Sumner's tenure of
departmental command, the cavalry operated at fractional strength and efficiency.
Following this nocturnal withdrawal and one day of rest in camp (September 14, by Rice's account), Sumner started on his return march to
Canoncito Bonito. It was there he earlier had divided his command (not
at Red Lake, as Dillon says) and left Major Electus Backus to establish
Fort Defiance. In describing the day of rest, and with no previous reference
to the subject, Rice inexplicably interjects: "On the 16th of September, we
again commenced our line of march for the Rio Gila."
Rice's journal from this point forward is a darkening descent into confusion and error. With a detachment of eighteen men of Company B he
starts for the Gila by way of the headwaters of the San Juan, but at the
same time marches five days more in an opposite direction with the command of Colonel Sumner-breakfast on the morning of the fifth day being
projected within seconds into darkness of night. Later, on a tributary of
the Gila, Rice describes "our camp of dragoons and artillery." On the return march and one night out of Fort Defiance, the sound of cannon fire
is heard from the direction of the fort-"so plain that the Col. declared the
Indians were at battle at the Fort." The Second Coming, as it were, of
Sumner, like the mirage-like appearance of the dragoons, is not explained.
More mysterious still is how the eighteen men of Company B could have
subsisted for forty-six days on less than four ounces of hard biscuit a day,
and how the horses (described on September 11 as "in great agony for both
food and water") could have endured a march of 1,216 miles. Dillon offers
no opinion on these matters but insists that credit for "an enormous march
which has been completely ignored by historians" belongs to Lieutenant
Charles Griffin. Rice is silent on the point, as well he might be, for Lieutenant Griffin at the time was present for duty at Fort Defiance. Monthly post
returns of the garrison are explicit about this.
Rice's confusion of the Gila River march has a startlingly similar parallel.
In his journal relating incidents of a march from Abiquiu to a July 1853
rendezvous on the San Juan River, trooper Bennett described a return
march into Blackfoot and Sioux country and finally to Fort Laramie
(NMHR, Vol. 22, 1947, pp. 94-96). The report of his commanding officer,
Lieutenant Robert Ransom, makes it clear that Bennett, on that occasion,
did not carom off into Montana and Wyoming but was safely back at
Abiquiu July 30.
In the end, it is Rice himself who proves that the Gila march could not
have occurred in 1851. He relates, near the conclusion of the journal, that
he and others of the garrison at Fort Defiance were put on short rations as
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food supplies dwindled, and that Major Backus eventually was forced to
the verge of abandoning the fort, even to the point of taking most of the
troops to Cienega Amarilla in the hope of intercepting overdue supply
trains. (The crucial turning point, according to correspondence of Major
Backus, occurred November 17, 1851, when he marched "a large portion
of this command" eight miles south to the hay camp. The next day, learning that supply wagons were near at hand, Backus marched the nearly
starving and mutinous troops back to the fort.)
Rice remarks that for six weeks prior to the events of November 17 and
18, he and members of Company B against their will "were obliged to
shoulder an axe and musketoon and march to the woods to chop logs to
build quarters." This would mean that beginning about October 6, 1851,
and for a long spell thereafter, Josiah Rice was not on the Gila River but
helping to construct company quarters at Fort Defiance.
Dillon, a writer on western subjects, is head of San Francisco's Sutro
Library. His problem here, which needs no elaboration, was taking on
faith every last word Rice set down. The reality of the Gila march must
remain suspect, though there is a slight possibility that such a march might
have been made in late 1852 by a detachment of fourteen men of Rice's
Company B led by Lieutenant Armistead L. Long. At the moment, the
only certainty is that five of Rice's pencil drawings were copied from Lieutenant William H. Emory's Notes of a Military Reconnaissance published
in 1848. It appears, too, that much of Rice's phrasing of the Gila episodes
was borrowed from the same source. Paul Weaver of the Northland Press
in Flagstaff, Arizona, is responsible for the book's design and typography.
His contribution is outstanding.

North Woodstock, Connecticut

FRANK McNITT

OUR RED BROTHERS AND THE PEACE POLICY OF PRESIDENT ULYSSES S.
GRANT. By Lawrie Tatum. Foreword by Richard N. Ellis. Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press, 1970. Pp. xxii, 366. Illus. $1.95 paper, $5.50
cloth.
LAWRIE TATUM was a devout and sensible Iowa Quaker who suddenly
found himself in 1869 appointed agent to the wild Kiowa and Comanche.
President Grant's new policy of allowing religious bodies to appoint Indian
agents was a part of the nineteenth-century Protestant reform movement.
Many individuals who had been active in the anti-slavery crusade turned
their energies to the Indian problem after the Civil War. The agitation of
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reformers plus the postwar momentum of western settlement and the inevitable retaliation by the Indians combined to make a new Indian policy
seem desirable.
The Quakers argued that only Christianity could pacify and civilize the
Indians. This point of view was not only antedated by the eloquent appeals
of Las Casas in the early days of the Spanish conquest, but was a constant
theme in the struggles of medieval Christian states with the wild tribes of
Europe. To Tatum and his fellow agents, however, it was a new policy, and
they approached it with enthusiasm. What guns and greed had failed to
do, brotherly love would accomplish.
Our Red Brothers is another welcome reprint from the University of
Nebraska's Bison Press. Tatum's account of his years (1869-1873) with the
Kiowa and Comanche and his general history of Quaker participation in
Grant's Peace Policy was first printed in 1899. Tatum was an eminently
sensible man and his book has always been basic to any study of Grant's
policy or of the subjugation of the southern plains.
The success of the Quaker policy of agent-missionaries has been vigorously debated for a hundred years. Tatum was a patient and non-violent
man, but he soon concluded that tribes as independent as the Kiowa and
Comanche required the application of military muscle along with Christian kindness. This was a point of serious dispute between himself and
his Quaker superiors and eventually led to his resignation.
Every major theme in Indian relations is touched in Our Red Brothers
and illustrated by the experiences of Tatum or his associates. The unratified or broken treaties, the lateness and inadequacy of the rations, the
encroachment of the settlers, the influence of whiskey, the destruction of
the buffalo, the one-sided "justice," the attempt to turn primitive communal
peoples into independent westernized individuals, the ravages of new diseases, all must inevitably form the substance of such a book.
In the foreword, Professor Ellis has provided a biographical sketch of
Tatum and a brief overview of the Peace Policy. Although the lengthy,
old-fashioned chapter headings are retained in the text, the modern scholar
would probably prefer an index. There are rather more typographical errors
than necessary, most of them trivial, but one is startled to find the prominent Nez Perce, Archie Lawyer, referred to as "Sawyer."
The book is certainly welcome as it is, but would have been even more
so if the publishers had provided an index and permitted Professor Ellis to
add to the text the identifications and editorial comments which he is well
qualified to do.

Tempe, Arizona

MARJORIE H. WILSON
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THE BUFFALO. By Francis Haines. New York: Thomas Y. Crowell Company, 1970. Illus., map., app., bibliog., index. Pp. x, 24 2 . $7.95.
THIS latest offering about the buffalo herds that covered the high plains
country until almost the twentieth century does not compare favorably
to its predecessors. While the author cannot be severely criticized for what
he has written, it may be said that he was not sufficiently careful in his
overall planning. The main weakness lies in a lack of balance, in, glossing
over important segments of his story while giving space to some inconsequential episodes.
Quite properly the author attempts to emphasize the role of man-both
white and Indian-in his relationship to the buffalo: the hunter and the
hunted. Beginning with a discussion of prehistoric bison in North America,
Haines takes his story to the Great Plains, where the big herds ranged, and
to the early hunters of that region. Meanwhile, he does not neglect other
regions where herds were found: "the Woodland Fringe," to use his words,
and also the area east of the Mississippi.
Methods of hunting, before and after the coming of the horse, are next
described. Here the Indian showed his ingenuity in cornering the behemoths and then driving them over cliffs to slaughter, and later he used the
horse with considerable effect in the hunt. Later came the white fur
traders in their quest for hides. Finally, the efficiency of the white hunters
and their ruthless press for more animals ended the great hunt and toward
the end of the nineteenth century an American species was nearly extinct.
Where the author gets into trouble is in his effort to integrate the story
of the Indian and the object of his hunt, the buffalo. There is a good deal
of scattered information about the Plains tribes that is peripheral and
properly belongs in another book. On the other hand, where the author
might well have gone into detail regarding the Indians, he has cut a lot of
corners. For example, "The Golden Age of the Plains Indians" (chapter 10)
is dealt with in less than eight pages. The author ought to have been given
more editorial guidance, but he was not and the reader is shown what decidedly inferior editing can do to a book.
Nor are any references provided, except for an extremely "selected"
bibliography. Perhaps this was intended as a work for the general reader,
with information gained from sources so commonly known that no reference was necessary, or possibly it was intended for juveniles. There is
nothing wrong in writing for juveniles, but publishers of such works
usually indicate to the buyer that this is their intended audience.
Here, then, is a general book about the American buffalo herds, apparently written very quickly from extremely available sources, using so-so
illustrations, in an effort to cash in on a well-known market.

University of Colorado
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WILDERNESS DEFENDER: HORACE M. ALBRIGHT AND CONSERVATION. By
Donald Swain. Chicago and London: University of Chicago Press, 1970.
Pp. 347. Illus., bibliog., index. $10.75.
HORACE ALBRIGHT was a successful man. Born in Bishop, California in
1890, educated at the University of California, Albright followed an influential professor to Washington, D.C., where he became a clerk in the Department of the Interior. Affable and intelligent, he quickly learned the
political processes of persuasion, influence, and power. When the National
Park Service was formed in 1916, and the flamboyant Stephen P. Mather
was chosen to head the new bureau, young Albright was logically placed
second in command. Impressed by Mather, Albright was content to operate
in his shadow, and willing also to continue Mather policy when he succeeded the ailing director. As Director of the Park Service from 1928 to
1933, Albright had the advantage of field experience gained while Superintendent of Yellowstone, in addition to administrative experience in Washington, and a host of personal, political contacts. An able administrator and
political opportunist, he moved easily under both Republican and Democratic administrations, knew and admired both Hoover and F.D.R., took
part in the frenzied 100 days of the New Deal and helped establish the
Civilian Conservation Corps. He was responsible for expanding Park
Service activities into the historical preservation field, aided in the restoration of Colonial Williamsburg, and finally emerged victorious in a thirtyyear battle that ended with the establishment of Grand Teton National
Park. Albright left government service in 1933 and soon became successful
as a money-making businessman in the potash business. He continued his
conservation work as a non-official Park Service advisor and has participated in virtually every national conservation organization to date.
Disavowing any attempt at a full-scale biography, Professor Swain quite
correctly decided to emphasize the early years of Albright's life and allows
conservation activities to provide the theme of the book. The results are
mixed. Positively, the author directs our attention to the political manipulation that was a major part of the American conservation movement, as he
surveys the inner workings of a minor bureaucracy. Moreover, the constant conflict between "use" on the one hand and "preservation" on the
other, a conflict present from the beginning in the conservation movement,
is explained in good dispassionate prose generally missing in essays on this
still controversial issue. Objective too, is Swain's description of the various
types and kinds of conservation. Interpretive problems do arise, however,
when the author attempts to fit Albright into the spectrum formed by the
various degrees of conservationists. He maintains that Albright followed a
middle course between the "purists" and the "utilitarians," but virtually all
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of Albright's reported actions and views place him more on the side of the
users. Public relations usually took precedent over preservation, and public
access to the wonders of nature was more urgent than the protection of
those wonders. Consequently, some readers will disagree with the portrayal
of Albright as a leading light of the conservation movement, and maintain
instead, that his penchant for compromise often worked against what they
consider true conservation. Others will be dismayed by the failure to give
sufficient credit to Arno Cammerer, Albright's successor as Director of the
Park Service from 1933 to 1939, an era referred to by many as the "Golden
years of the Park Service." Too, some will admit that Albright, in good
Mather tradition, did expand the service, did obtain larger appropriations,
larger staff, and more parks. But they will also point out that these were
dubious achievements, gained at the expense of the parks themselves, and
that all too often, increased visitation was used to increase appropriations
to take care of increased visitation. This is good Parkensonian bureaucratic
behavior, but it is not necessarily good conservation.
Writing with an ease that comes only with familiarity with his subject,
Swain places considerable reliance upon material gained through personal
interviews and oral history transcripts. This serves to give a sense of immediacy to descriptions of what might otherwise have been dreary and
boring tracings of legislative manipulations or political bickerings. Read in
conjunction with Robert Shankland's excellent biography of Stephen
Mather, this book gives us a clear picture of how the National Park Service
was formed, how policies evolved, and the manner in which those policies
were applied.
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J. Ross BROWNE. HIS LETTERS, JOURNALS AND WRITINGS. Edited, with an
Introduction and Commentary by Lina Fergusson Browne. Albuquerque:
University of New Mexico Press, 1969. Pp. xxiv, 420. Illus., app., index.

$10·95·

.

IN HIS DAY J. Ross Browne was widely known as a traveler, writer, humorist,
occasional public servant, and mining property salesman. His travels began
at 17 with a stint as deckhand on a boat plying between Louisville and
New Orleans. At 20, after a session as reporter for the United States Senate,
he shipped out of New Bedford on a whaler and followed that with travels
everywhere or, more precisely, everywhere except New Mexico. He wrote
voluminously, at book length, in government reports, and for Harper's, the
Overland, and many other journals.
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Browne's fate was to be remembered piecemeal. How, if at all, he is recalled in Iceland, Norway, Germany, Algiers, Sicily, Arabia, Peking, Juan
Fernandez, or Zanzibar, I cannot say. But in the whaling ports he deserves
remembrance for his Etchings of a Whaling Cruise, an expose of mistreatment of sailors. On Puget Sound he is remembered for "The Great Port
Townsend Controversy, Showing How Whiskey Built a City." In Texas
it is for an early inspection of customs collection. In California his fame is
as reporter of the constitutional convention of 1849, roving inspector of
government operations, commentator on Indian policy, and appraiser of
mining properties. Washoe and Arizona see him primarily as reporter on
mining activities and Indian policy.
Biographers Francis J. Rock (1929), Richard H. Dillon (1965), and
David Michael Goodwin (1966) have tried to pull the whole variegated
career together. The latter two do it quite well, noting however that the
parts do not splice smoothly. For instance, in the six years in which Browne
was roving inspector of west-coast customs collection, the San Francisco
mint, and the Indian agencies, saving the national treasury an estimated
$2 million, the required concentration precluded any time for writing, leaving a gap that is conspicuous in the list of his publications.
Lina Fergusson Browne, sister of three distinguished writers, Harvey,
Erna, and Francis Fergusson, sees J. Ross Browne from the vantage point
of granddaughter-in-Iaw. She speaks of herself as inheritor from her husband of the project of writing a biography more personalized because it
could be based in part on a family collection of letters and manuscripts.
That she has done but by the method of allowing J. Ross to speak for himself on many matters through his letters or by excerpts from his published
and unpublished writings. The device works well. The totality of his
achievement, especially as a writer, stands out clearly and his personal experiences, discouragements, triumphs, and tribulations, and his qualities
emerge more revealingly.
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WILLIAM GILPIN: WESTERN NATIONALIST. By Thomas L. Karnes. Austin
and London: University of Texas Press, 1970. Pp. x, 383. Illus., bibliog.,
index. $7.50'
HISTORIANS paid only passing attention to William Gilpin for more than
half a century after he had given Hubert Howe Bancroft his reminiscences
and $10,000 to produce the History of the Life of William Gilpin (1889).
When historians referred to Gilpin at all, they were interested in him
mainly as the first governor of Colorado Territory. Then, in the midst of
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World War II, when "geopolitics" was a fashionable word, Bernard De
Voto rediscovered him and designated him as the first American geopolitician. Other writers took the cue, most notably Henry Nash Smith,
who in Virgin Land (1950) declared that Gilpin could be considered "the
most ambitious student of the Far West during the second half of the
nineteenth century." Of Virgin Land, Thomas L. Karnes writes: "This
persuasive gem was the book that first suggested to me that Gilpin was more
than justa Colorado politician and worth further investigation."
In preparing this biography, Karnes has searched out a wide variety of
.sources to detail every phase of Gilpin's career, and a remarkably varied
career it was. Born into a prominent family of Pennsylvania Quakers, Gilpin attended West Point brieHy, served in the Seminole War, practiced law
and edited a newspaper in St. Louis, joined the second Fremont expedition,
"played an important part in managing a closer tie between English and
Americans in Oregon," and fought with the Missouri Volunteers in the
Mexican War. As territorial governor of Colorado, he did much to put the
Union forces in readiness and make possible the decisive victory at Glorieta. Always interested in Western lands, he finally struck it rich by getting
control of a million acres in the Sangre de Cristo grant. Meanwhile he
wrote many newspaper and magazine articles and three books in which he
advertised the Far West (apparently introducing the term "Great Plains"),
fostered the idea of trade with the Orient, and proposed an around-theworld railway.
Karnes has done a thorough job with the facts of Gilpin's life, but leaves
something to be desired in his handling of Gilpin's ideas. To what extent
were these original, and to what extent a reHection of "manifest destiny"
notions that were widespread? Karnes has not undertaken to compare the
views of Gilpin with those of other promoters of frontier development. He
says that Gilpin "thought in terms of geopolitics" when, for example, he
predicted a great future for Cairo, Illinois, because of its location. But
dozens of other promoters thought they saw miraculous locational advantages in dozens of other places supposedly destined for greatness-in Portage, Superior City, an&even Newport, to mention only a few such places
in Wisconsin alone during the 1840'S and 1850's. Were these promoters
geopoliticians too?
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THE NAVAJO MOUNTAIN COMMUNITY: SOCIAL ORGANIZATION AND KINSHIP TERMINOLOGY. By Mary Shepardson and Blodwen Hammond. Berkeleyand Los Angeles: University of California Press, 1970. Pp. x, 278.

$9·5°'
MARY SHEPARDSON and Blodwen Hammond are anthropologists whose
studies of Navajo life have appeared in professional journals during the
1960's. Much of their earlier work is synthesized and enlarged upon here.
During the three summers of 1960-62, Hammond and Shepardson lived
among the inhabitants of the Navajo Mountain community in the remote
and isolated northwestern portion of the reservation in southern Utah. At
that time the community consisted of approximately six hundred persons,
half of whom were children, and covered an area of 688 square miles.
Many Navajo customs and traditions which are disappearing in the eastern
portion of the reservation were still intact here: forked stick hogans,
wagons, long satin skirts for the women and long hair for the men, belief
in witchcraft and werewolves, and sororal polygyny. These instances of
the traditional way of life, together with an earlier study of the area in
1938 by Malcolm Carr Collier, provided an ideal situation for a study of
both traditional Navajo social organization and of changes in Navajo
society over a twenty-fIve-year period.
The Navajo Mountain Community will be of value mainly to anthropologists and sociologists. The authors assume an audience familiar with
most of the anthropological literature dealing with Navajo society, and
most of their analysis is directed at testing the validity of previously enunciated hypotheses about Navajo social organization. In a large number of
instances they conclude that earlier studies are still valid. One important
exception to this general trend is their belief that the role of the Navajo
father and husband is much more important and considerably more authoritative than has been represented in earlier literature. The "irresponsible" and "unstable Navajo father," they conclude, is largely a stereotype
(p. 78). They also conclude that while income from non-traditional sources
has brought change to some aspects of Navajo life, the people of the
Navajo Mountain community have been able to preserve their basic values
and to integrate the changes into the traditional Navajo way of life.
The greater part of the book is devoted to an analysis of the determinants
of Navajo social structure and will be helpful to anyone interested in learning more about Navajo Indians. The shorter section on kinship terminology will, I suspect, be beyond the comprehension of all but a few specialists. In short, The Navajo Mountain Community is a monograph intended for a professional audience of relatively small size.
North Texas State University

LAWRENCE C. KELLY
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Midnight, N. M., 151, 153, 155
Mills, M.W., 5
Mineral rights, 323, 324
Minge, Ward Alan, cited, 28
Mining, gold, 147-56; New Spain, 187,
189
"Mission to the Navajo Indians," 218, 221
Missions, Catholic, 211, 217, 218, 226,
see also Franciscans; Protestant, 209-32
Mix, Charles E., 143
Mizpah-Pumpkin Creek experiment, 319,
320
Mizquia, Domingo, 290
Modoc County Cattlemen's Association,
320
Moffat, Dr. Thomas c., 223
Mogoll6n, see Flores Mogo1l6n
Mohuache Ute Indians, 119-31 passim
Moqui, see Hopi
MoratadeIConde, Spain, 182, 183
Moreno Valley, N. M., 151
Morgan, Thomas J., 211, 212,214
Morley, Sylvanus Griswold, 247, 248
Mormon Church, see Church of Jesus
Christ of Latter-day Saints
Morrill, W. J., 323
Mossman, Burton C., 318
Mostin, John, 140
Mowry, George E., The California
Progressives, 237
Mulford, Walter, 324
Munroe, Bvt. Col. John, 102, 103
Murphy, Matthew, 222

Oasphe bible, 197, 199,205. See also
Faithists.
Ocate, N. M., 213
O'Conor, Hugo, 187
Ogle, Ralph Hendrick, Federal Control of
the Western Apaches, 1848-1886,
noted, 159-60
Ojo del Gallo, 112, 113
Olson, Chris, 155
Oregon Cattlemen's Association, 320
Ortega, Lt. Matias, 127
Otero, Gov. Miguel A., 235-40 passim
Otero Bermudez, Antonio de, 285
Otero Bermudez, Pedro de, 275, 276, 277,
279,284,285
Owens, Kenneth N., 234

Nabokov, Peter, Tijerina and the
Courthouse Raid, noted, 159
Nambe, pueblo, 139

Pack, Arthur N., 328
Paez Hurtado, Juan, 270, 271, 279, 282,
285,286,290,300

Nasatir, A. P., bk. rev. by, 86-87
Nation, The, 324
National Wool Grower, 314,316
National Wool Growers' Association,
314,315
Nature, 327, 328
Navajo Indian Missions of the Methodist
Church,212
Navajo Indians, 10,42, 102, 112-15
passim, 209-32,272
Needham, Milton J., 222
New Mexlco, Colonial, 269-310;
Mexican period, 23-46; politics, 233-44;
population, 241; Territorial, 47-82,
101-58, 197-232
New Mexico Cattle Raisers' Association,
318
New Mexico Mounted Volunteers, 121-31
New Mexico Stock Growers' Association,
318
New Mexico Wool Growers' Association,
318
New Orleans Picayune, 25
New Yark Times, 321
Newbrough, John B., 197-206 passim,
212
Nueva Vizcaya, presidios, 274, 287, 292,
295
Nuevo Le6n, 277; presidios, 300
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Parker, Gen. Ely S., 209
Paul, Rodman Wilson, Mining Frontiers
of the Far West 1848-1880, noted, 159
Pawnee Indians, 291
Pearson, Jim B., "Life in La Belle: A
New Mexico Mining Town," 147-58
Peck, Lt. William G., map, 102
Pecos Indians, 292
Pecos River, 101, 102, 103
Pecos Valley, 101-09 passim
Pennsylvania Development Co., 238
Peiiuela, Marques de la, 271,274,275
276,277,302
Perez, Albino, 28
Perry, Reuben, 220
Perry Hotel, 149
Pfeiffer, Lt. Albert H., 123
Picuris, pueblo, 139, 142,269,272
Pierce, Franklin, 143
Pima Indians, missions, 182
Pinchot, Gifford, 238
Pinilla, Fray Miguel Ram6n, 186, 187
Pioneer Society of Female Mountaineers,
155
Plummer, E. H., 215-16
Pojoaque, pueblo, 139
Polk, James K., 38
Ponil Park, N. M., 151, 153
Population, N. M. (1900,1910),241
Porter, Henry, 11, 13, 14, 15, 17, 19
Powell, Donald M., "Materials Relating
to New Mexico and Arizona in the
Serial Set 1846-1861," concluded,
47-77; index to, 78-82
Pratt, George D., 327
Presbyterian Board of Home Missions,
222,223
Presbyterian Church, missions, 210,
222-26
Presbyterian Monthly Record, 209
Presbyterian Synod of New Mexico, 222,
223
Presidios, 274, 287, 291, 292, 295, 300;
Santa Fe, 269-310
Preusser, Meldon J., "Hugo Seaberg and
His Land Scrip Enterprise," 5-22
Progressive Republican League, 239
Prostitution, 154
Protestant Episcopal Church, 209;
missions, 210, 216, 218, 220

Pueblo Bonito, 248
Pueblo Indians, 109-10, 138-43 passim,
270,271,282,283,287
Puye, 247
Quaker Peace Policy, see Grant's Peace
Policy
Queretaro, Francicans, 186, 187, 189,
190
Quicksilver, 187, 189
Rael de Aguilar, Capt. Alonso, 282
Railroads, 5-22 passim. See also
individual names.
Ransom, Lt. Hyatt c., 107
Rapoport, Robert, 227
Raton, N. M., 14, 20
Rayado, N. M., 129
Rebellion of 1837,28,32
Red River, N. M., 153,213
Rehoboth, N. M., 220
Reid, Dr. John M., 209
Republican Party, 233-44
Rice, Dr. B. W., 149
Ridsdale, Percival S., 327
Riggin, Rev. F. A., 212, 215
Ringland, Arthur C., 324
Rio Grande Republican., Las Cruces,
197-208
Rivera, Pedro de, 293, 295, 296, 297, 299,
300,302
Roberts, Rev. Mr., 213
Rodriguez Cubero, see Cubero
Romero, Julian, 123
Roosevelt, Franklin D., 327, 328
Roosevelt, Theodore, 14,221,235-40
passim
Ruxton, George, cited, 40, 41, 42
St. Louis and San Francisco Railroad,
see Frisco Railroad
St. Louis Post-Dispatch, 199
St. Michael's Mission, Ariz., 217, 226
St. Vrain, Ceran, 122-31 passim
Saloons, 148, 149, 154
San Francisco Examiner, 204
San Francisco Mountains Forest Reserve,
Ariz., 8,9, 14
San Ildefonso, pueblo, 139,269,270,
289,290
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San Juan, pueblo, 272
San Juan de Dios Arroyo, 104
San Juan River area, missions, 215-21
passim
San Luis Valley, Colo., 123-27 passim
San Miguel del Vado, N. M., 35
San Xavier del Bac, mission, 182, 184
Sanchez, Jesus Maria, 123
Sandia, pueblo, 139, 142
Sandoval, Navajo leader, 113
Santa Anna, Gen. Antonio Lopez de,
26,36-37
Santa Clara, pueblo, 139
Santa Cruz, N. M., 28, 272, 297
Santa Fe, cabildo, 273, 276, 277, 282,
289,290,291,295; presidio, 269-310
Santa Fe New Mexican, 214, 239
Santa Fe Pacinc Railroad, 6-19 passim
Santa Fe Railroad, 6, 7, 8, 17
Santa Fe Ring, 234
Santa Fe Trade, 23-46 passim
Santa Fe Weekly Gazette, 140, 142
Santo Domingo, pueblo, 289
Scholes, France Vinton, Award to, 246-50
Schools, 151. See also Education.
Scott, Thomas, 7
Seaberg, Hugo, 5-20
Serna, Cristobal de la, 281, 287
Shalam,197-208
Shaw, Mrs. Harriet Bidwell, 212-13
Shaw, Rev. John M., 212
Sheep, 101, 106. See also Taylor Grazing
Act.
Shipley, David L., 215
Sierra de Jumanos, 102
Sierra de los Ladrones, 272
Sierra de Magdalena, 272
Silcox, F. A., 327, 328
Simundson, Daniel, "Strangers in the
Valley: The Rio Grande Republican.
and Shalam, 1884-1891," 197-208
Slaves, Indian, 275, 287, 292, 293
Smallpox, 272, 292
Smith, Howard J., 317, 318
Smith, James, 137
Snively, Col. Jacob, 36
Social life, mining town, 151-53
Society of Friends, 209
Southern Hotel, 149, 151
Spaulding, David W., 29

Spiritualists, see Faithists
Spring Creek, placers, 147
Springer, N. M., 5
Stage coach lines, 149
Stanton, Edwin McMasters, 115
Staplin, Frank, 150, 155
Steamboat, mission, 226
Steck, Dr. Michael, 113-15
Steele, James W., Frontier Army
Sketches, noted, 160
Stewart, Capt. Charles, 128
Stewart, Capt. Lucien, 124
Stout, Joe A. Jr., "Cattlemen,
Conservationists and the Taylor
Grazing Act," 311-32
Stratton, David H., 219
Sumner, Bvt. Col. Edwin Vose, 103,
104-05
Taft, William Howard, 235
Tagle, Fray Juan de, 289
Tagle Villegas, Capt. Joseph de, 285
Tanner, Dr. H. S., 210
T anos Creek, 104
Taos, N. M., 28,31,32,123,127,269,
272,287
Taos, pueblo, 120, 139,142
Taos Cresset, 155
Taylor, Edward T., 312
Taylor, Morris F., "Campaigns Againt
the Jicarilla Apache, 1855," 119-36
Taylor Grazing Act, 311-32
Tecolote, N. M., 103,106
Teec Nos Pos, mission, 226
Teller, Henry M., 210
Tesuque, pueblo, 139
Texan Santa Fe Expedition, 24·35 passim
Texas and Pacinc Railroad, 7
Thackara, Eliza, 216-17,220
Tierra Amarilla, courthouse raid, 234
Tijerina, Reies Lopez, 234
Timber, IS
Tohatchi, N. M., missions, 216, 217,
219,226
Tolchaco, Ariz., mission, 217, 218, 221,
222,226
Trinidad, Colo., 151, 153
Tselani, mission, 226
Tuba City, Ariz., missions, 217, 218,
225,226
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News Letter, 321
Two Gray Hills, N. M.,missions, 215,
217,218,219
Tyler, Daniel, "Gringo Views of
Governor Manuel Armijo," 23-46
Ulibard, Antonio de, 272
United States, Agriculture Dept., 322-28
passim; Bureau of Land Management,
3ll; Congress, 6, 8, 9, 10, 14,47-82;
Forest Service, 317, 319,323,327;
Interior Dept., 16, 311, 315, 326,
327,328; Land Office, 12, 13;
Treasury Dept., 147; War Dept., 24,
148, ISO
United States Army, 5th Infantry, Ill;
1st Dragoons, 103, 104,122,124
United States Chamber of Commerce,
319
United States Freehold Land and
Emigration Co., 148, ISO
University of New Mexico, 247, 248,
249
Unrau, William E., bk. rev. by, 259-60
Updegraff, Capt. Joseph, 109, llO, III
Usher, John P., 114, 115
Utah Wool Growers' Association, 315
Ute Indians, 29, 210, 272, 287, 291,
292. See also Mohuache Ute Indians.
Utley, Robert M., cited, 209
Utopian communities, see Shalam
Valdez, Juan Benito, 123
Valero, Marques de, Viceroy, 287-94
passim, 300, 302
Valle Vidal, 152
Valverde, Antonio de, 273, 279-303
passim
Vandever, C. E., 214, 215
Vargas, Diego de, 269, 270
Vargas, Dona Isabel de, 293
Vegetables, 198
Velasquez, Chico, Ute leader, 121
Velez de Escalante, Fray Silvestre, 283,
288, 292
Veracruz, 189
Verdad, Las Cruces, 206
Vermejo, N. M., 147,213

Vigil, Juan, 123
Vigil, Lt. Marcelino, 127
Villard, Oswald G., 324
ViIlasur, Capt. Pedro de, 291,300
Wagner, Paul F., 202
Wallace, Jerry, 220
Walsh, Senator (Mont.), 314
Ward, John, 143
Warner, Michael J., "Protestant
Missionary Activity Among the
Navajo, 1890-1912," 209-32
Warner, Ted J., "Don Felix Martinez
and the Santa Fe Presidio, 1693-1730,"
269-310
Water control, 324-25
Water rights, 318, 319
Water supply, 150,204,322
Watts, Judge John S., 139
Wauchope, Robert, 248
Webb, James Josiah, 25, 37
Western Cattlemen's Association of the
American National Livestock
Association, 316
Western Navajo School and Reservation,
217,222
White, Compton 1.,319,320
Wide Ruin, mission, 226
Wigglesworth, Dr. A. M., 220
Williams, Capt. Charles, 126-30 passim
Williams, Constant, 216
Wilson, J. B., 317
Wilson, Marjorie H., bk. revs. by, 90-91,
164-65,337-38
Wilson, Richard L., 35, 41
Wiltsee, Rev. T. L., 215
Wing, Ira, 147, 148
Woman's Auxiliary of the Episcopal
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Woman's Indian Assn. of New Jersey,
217
Woman's National Indian Assn., 215,
217,218,219,222
Wright, Rev. and Mrs. R. B., 219
Wyman, Leland c., bk. rev. by, 162-64
Wyman, Walker D., bk. rev. by, 255-56
Wynn, Dudley, bk. rev. by, 89-90
Wyoming Stock Growers' Association,
316,317

